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Treatment of people o~ Indian origin in the Union of
South Africa: report of the Ad Hoc Political
Committee (A/2046)

[Agenda item 25]

1. Mr. SEVILLA SACASA (Nicaragua), Rapporteur of
the Ad Hoc Political Committee (translated from Spanish) :
Under item 25 of our agenda, I have the honour to submit
the relevant report in my capacity as Rapporteur of the
Ad Hoc Political Committee, which has dealt with this
important subject at six consecutive meetings from 20 De
cember 1951 until 5 January of this year. I need add very
little to what is already outlined in the report concerning
the discussion which took place in our Committee.

2. As my colleagues are aware, the item before us was
first considered by the General Assembly at its first session
and has been included in the agenda of the subsequent
sessions of this important United Nations organ. There
are to date various resolutions adopted by the General
Assembly for the peaceful settlement of this dispute between
the Governments of India and Pakistan, on the one hand,
and the Union of South Africa, on the other.

3. The United Nations General Assembly, at its fifth
session, adopted resolution 395 Cv) on 2 December 1950
recommending that the Governments of India, Pakistan and
the Union of South Africa should hold a round table
conference bearing in mind the relevant provisions of the
Charter and the basic principles of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. That resolution also recommended that,
in the event of the failure of the Governments concerned to

hold the said conference before 1 April 1951 or to reach
agreement in the round table conference within a reasonable
time, a commission of three members should be established
for the ?urpose of assisting the parties in carrying through
appropnate negotiations. The General Assembly called
upon the Governments concerned to refrain from taking any
steps which would prejudice the success of their negotiations
in particular the implementation or enforcement of the
provisions of the Group Areas Act pending the conclusion
of such negotiations.
4. For the reasons set forth in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the
Committee's report the Governments concerned have not
been successful in calling the intended round table confe
rence or in establishing the commission of three members
provided for by the resolution.
5. After the discussion in the Ad Hoc Political Committee,
the draft resolution, submitted in a revised form by the
Indian delegation, was approved on 5 January of this year.
The draft was based on the text submitted jointly by the
delegations of Burma, India, Indonesia, Iran and Iraq, and
also included the main idea of the amendment submitted
by the delegation of Israel. This draft resolution, which
was approved in the Ad Hoc Political Committee by 41 votes
to 2, with 13 abstentions, is the one submitted to the
General Assembly for its consideration and adoption.
This draft resolution again recommends the establishment
of a commission of three members for the purpose of
assisting the parties in carrying through appropriate nego
tiations. Should this body fail to be established in the
form prescribed, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations is requested to lend his assistance to the Governments
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12. That is the crux of the argument. It supports the
point we have been making year after year in the course of
the debates in this Assembly. The reason the negotiations
have not taken place is not that the Assembly has made
recommendations, but that the South Mrican Government
is in no mood to discuss the question of removal of disabi·
litiel;. If this question is to be discussed at all, if this
problem is to be solved, no other basis can be adopted for
the proposed negotiations than that provided by the
Assembly's resolutions. The Governments concerned
must agree to act in conformity with the terms of their
agreements and in accordance with the principles of the
Charter. Direct negotiations outside the terms of the
Assembly's resolutions can only lead to the kind of result
envisaged by the South African journal from which I have
just quoted.

13. There is one more point. It wa~ suggested by some
of our colleagues that condemnation -.vill ha.nper a settle
ment. Could a. single word be pointed out in any of the
resolutions adopted by the Assembly year after year on
this subject to which any reasonable person could take
~xception on this score? An opinion has been expressed
on apartheid in the 1950 resolution [395 (V)], but is it
not open to the Assembly to state its views on this burning

10. The fact has perhaps been overlooked that the reas-on subject? Vapartheid is
why this dispute has been brought here is that every effort discriminatio
to reach a settlement, based on the abandonment of aparthtid announced tl.
which we can never accept, and which this Assembly, I am discriminatio:
sure, as the custodian of our Charter also can never accept ir. the Asserr
has proved a failure. All the evidence which has bee~ and, if anytl
placed before the Assembly in previous years and in the have felt th~
present ye~r also, goes to show that what South Mrica Assembly ha
wishes to discuss is not thp. removal of disabilities on persons view, that Cl
of Indo-Pakistan origin, but the question of their so-called make a settle
repatriation, their removal from South Mrica. That is the
reason why the modest request made some days ago by the 14. These a
representative of Pakistan for some kind of assurance tha~ I have ende:
pending the conclusions of negotiations, no further action them, and it
under the Group Areas Act would be taken, has met with colleagues w
no response. us in the Cor

resolution. ]
11. The conclusion is therefore obvious, and I think it delegation al
has the support of comments which have appeared in the that we are
South Mrican Press on our recent debate in the Committee. We have no
I ~hall quote briefly from the Johannesburg Star, a leading 15. All of \l
European journal whirh has something to say on thiS to the reliej
subje(.~t in its issue of 21 Der-ember 1951 : . peaceful prol

" The reason why no conference has taken place IS that concern to 1.:

there is, in fact, nothing to discuss." . this sphere 0

It goes on to say : of the treatG
" What South Mrica is prepared to discuss is not the just a part of

treatl:.;ent of Indians, but their repatriation, a subject and we are gr
that neither India nor Pakistan is willing to treat seriously, this point. I
The result would be a confer~nce without a common than the Irad
grou!ld, without an agenda, and ,vithout the will to policy of apl
agree." aesigned to ]

There aJ.'e many other revealling observations, and I am over commUI
quoting again : writer pointe

well-known J
"The present situation has been brought about by . exploitation 4

the blessed word ' repatriation ' and the wishful thinking of South Mr
to which it panders. So long as the Government of the of segregatic
Union of South Mrica repudiates responsibility for the apartheid is
Indians it invites international meddling on their behalf; of the colo\l
and it has to keep up the pretence of being willing to inferiority, a
confer with others on matters that concern South Mrica subjection.
alone. The alternative is to accept the Indian population plain terms,
as a fact with all the responsibilities that flow from that statements.
acceptance." unless it is c

resentment ~

and Asians.
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of India, Pakistan and t"e Union of South Mrica, provided
such assistance is deemed necessary and helpful by him,
with a view to facilitath'g appropriate negotiations between
them, and further at his discretion and after consultin~ the
governments concerned, to appoint an individual who
would render the required assistance in the conduct of
those negotiations. The draft resolution also caUs upon
the Government of the Union of South Africa to suspend
the implementation of the provisions 0,(' the act referred to,
pending the conclusion of the negotiations, and ends with
the deciRion to indude this item in the agenda of the next
leSBion of the General Assembly.

:j, I might add that this draft resolutio~, as you may note,
was approved by a large majority. I feel it to be one of my
delicate duties as Rapporteur to repeat in this forum that,
during the discussion of the matter, we heard many
expressions of goodwill, in which my delegation was very
pleased to join, requesting the parties to make every possible
effort '\:0 reach a peaceful and immediate solution of the
problem as an eloquent example of internatio::: harmony,
which is the basic element in tile system of co!lective secu
rity that we established at the San Francisco Conference.

7. Mr. NEHRU (India) : For the fih,41L year in succession
a draft resolution on this subject has come up before the
Assembly. The facts of the case are well known and I am
not going to repeat them since they have dcen debated so
often here. The Assembly in Previous sessions has consi
dered the facts carefully and has reacheq. certain broad
conclusions. The conclusions are that there has been a
breach of certain agreements in regard to the treatment of
Indians in South Mrica ; that the Governments concerned,
as Members of this Organization, must act in conformity
with their agreements ; that measures of apartheid constitute
a violation of the terms of the agreements and of the prin
ciples of the Charter ; and that the dispute has impaired
relations between Member States and has created tension
which must have wider international repercussions. The
main conclusion is that the dispute must be settled in accord
ance with the principles of the Charter and that the
Assembly is fully competent, having regard to the larger
hackground, to make recommendations to the parties.

8. Year after year_ recommendations have been made with
a view to promoting a settlement. In its resolution 395 (V)
of 2 December 1950, the Assembly made i:wo alternative
recommendations. The first of these, the method of a
round table conference, failed because South Mrica refused
to accept the Assembly's re-::ommendation. The alternative
proposal for the appointment of a commission has, therefore,
been revived this year. The draft resolution before you
follows the terms of the earlier resolution but the sponsors
have gone a step further. In deference to the wishes of
many representatives and in order to keep the door open
for further negotiations, they have agreed to a further
alternative which provides for the appointment by the
Secretary-General of this Organization of an individual to
help the Governments concerned to carry 'hrough appro
priate negotiations.

9. The draft resolution has been approved by the Ad Hoc
Political Committee by a large majority of votes ; in f~ct I
am happy to say that this is the largest majority we have
obtained in five years. A few of our colleagues. however,
have not been able to give us their support. We are
anxious to receive their support and we should like to remove
thei.- doubts and one of the doubts which was mentioned in
the Committee was that a resolution might come in the way
of the resumption of negotiations. It was suggested that
direct negotiations should take place, outside the terms of
the resolution.
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it. If the draft resolution were to be voted on here paragraph
by paragraph, we would repeat that vote. We did not,
however, have the same objection to other parts of the
resolution, and we abstained from voting on them in the
Committee. For that reason we shall abstain from voting
on the draft resolution as a whole.

19. Our objection to the draft resolu tion on constitutiona
grounds does not mean that we do not recognize either the
existence ')f th~ dispute between the parties or the deep
concern in relation to this issue felt by the Governments
of both India a~ld Pakistan. We do not contest the right
of these Governments to seek to negotiate with the Govern
ment of South Mrica to find a solution to the problems
involved, 9.nd still less do we wish to see anything done
which would prevent a settlement. We do declare, howe'V'er,
that, in the view of the Australian Government, existing
international instruments binding Members of the United
Nations do not authorize the use of this Organization for
the imposition of conditions for negotiation. The fact is
that there do exist other ways and means of achieving
negotiations, and we have always hoped and we still hope
tb-at negotiations may take place directly between the
Governments concerned.

20. In this connexion, we have noted that the Govern
ment of South Mrica, for its part, is ready to meet repre
sentatives of the other two Governments for the purpose
of exploring all possible ways and means of settling the
problem. We believe thclt the achievement of a happy
solution depends ultimately on the carrying out to a success
ful end of negotiations bet\"!een the parties under conditions
freely agreed on between them. For this reason we consider
that a wiser and more fruitful course for the General
Assembly would have been to confine its resolution to
encouragement of the parties instead of implicitly condemn
ing one party and also, in our view, intervening in its
domestic affairs.

21. In ~hort, therefore, we believe that th ere are stH
grounds for hoping that the parties concerned can find
ways and means of achievir g satisfactory negotiations.
But we also believe that such a conclusion 1.3 made more
difficult of realization by a resolution which contains a
direction to a Member Government to set aside its domestic
legislation and to submit itself to a compulsory process
of mediation. All three parties to this dispute are equals,
associates and friends of ours, and we desire nothing except
an end to the dispute and we trust that our desires will
be realized before we meet again.

22. Mr. BELLEGARDE (Haiti) (translated from French) :
The item before the General Assembly today is of great
importance. Although its wording might convey tale
impression that the whole problem is merely a dispute
between Pakistan and India on the Ga"le hand and the Union
of South Mrica on the other, in actual fact such is far from
being the case, and the question at issue is the equality
of races. I intervened in the Ad Hoc Political Committee
because I perceived in the draft resolution which the
Committee approved a means for achieving the solution
of a problem of capital importance in the history of the
United Na~:ions, perhapR in the history of mankind as
a whole.

23. The p;oblem with which we are dealing is the inhuman
treatment meted out, solely on grounds of race, to popula
tions settled in the Union of South Mrica. These people
of Indian origin are subjected to a particular treatment
which places them, on the pretext of the colour of their
skins, in a situation inferior ta that of the white population
of the Umon of South Mrica. We cannot agree that this
conflict should be regarded as a mere dispute between
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- subject? What does the resolution say? It Sar8 that
:ason apartheid is necessarily based on the doctrine 0 racial
:ffort discrimination. South African leaders have onenly
tl.":J r:
Imtl announced that this is their policy and that they will enforce

I am discrimination and segregation. Surely the opinion expressed
cept, ir. the Assembly's resolution is merely a statement of fact
been and, if anything, an understatement. Many of us here
l the have felt that condemnation would be justified, but the
Iriea Assembly has taken the view, and we have respected that
:sons view, that condemnation should be avoided in order to
alled make a settlement easier.
9 the
f the 14. These are some of the points which have been raised.
that, I have endeavoured to the best of my ability to answer
:::tion them, and it is the hope of my delegation that many of our
with colleagues who did not find it possible to go along with

us in the Committee will join us now in support of the draft
resolution. I should like to assure them, on behalf of my

1k it delegation and on behalf of the Government of India,
l the that we are seeking '1 peaceful solution of this problem.
.ttee. We have no other object.

.~ 15. All of us here are anxious to make some contribution
to the relief of existing tensions which are hampering
peaceful progress and development. It is a matter of deep

that concern to us all that new tensions should be arising in
. this sphere of race relations. We have raised this question

of the treat&1.~nt of Indians, but we recog~ize that this is
t the just a part of a bigger problem which affeccs all non-whites,
bject and we are grateful to the representative of Haiti for stressing
usly. this point. It affects the native Mricans to a greater extent
mon than the Iradian community, but they are all victims of this
Il to policy of apartheid. What is 3Rartheid? It is a system

designed to perpetuate the donunation of a white minority
over communities of non-whites. Its aim, as a distinguished

. am writer pointed out in the last issue of Foreign Affairs, the
well-known American journal, is to intensify the economic
exploitation of the coloured races by the white community
of South Mrica. Segregation is bad enough, but the object
of segregation and discrimination under the system of
apartheid is deliberately to lower the standards of living
of the coloured races, to create in them the feeling of
inferiority, and to reduce them to a state of perpetual
subjection. The exponents of apartheid have said so in
plain terms, but I have not the time to quote from their
statements. This method is not going to succeed, but
unless it is checked in good time it will create the deepest
resentment and indignation in the minds of all Africans
and Asians.

16. For all these reasons, we feel we must by every
pressure, by moral persuasion and the pressure of world
opinion, bring about the abandonment of the policy of
apartheid which South Mrica is following today. Since
we feel that a peaceful settlement of the dispute relating
to the South Mrican Indians, in accordance with the Assem
bly's recommendations, is a major step in the right direction,
we are appealing to all of you to give us your support.

17. Sir Keith OFFICER (Australia): The Australian
delegation will abstain from voting on this draft resolution
as a whole but, while doing so, we maintain-and we want
this to be placed on record-and we will continue to maintain
our insistence that the United Nations is not competent to
intervene in the domestic affairs of a Member Government
by calling for the setting aside of a specific piece of internal
legislation.

18. We have explained our views in detail on an<Jther
occasion, and I do not think it necessary to repeat them.
In the Ad Hoc Political Committee we voted against the
fifth paragraph of the preamble and paragraphs ~, 4 and 5
ofthe operative part. That vote is on recora and we maintain

the
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the Union of South Mrica, India and Pakistan. In reality
it is a conflict between the Union of South Mrica and the
United Nations.

24. We are of course well aware that in certain countries
there are prejudices against coloured people and that,
as a result of absurd customs, they are kept in a'" inadmissible
and intolerable situation simply because ....J.ey are of a
different race. We maintain that such customs should be
fought. They are indeed being fought, but the complete
change that is necessary will still take much time. Even
if this is so, it is none the less utterly inadmissible that a
Member of the United Nations should today pass an act
which flagrantly contravenes the principles of the Charter.
This is a matter with which the United Nations as a whole
must concern itself.

25. We know the misery, suffering and torture caused
by racial prejudice. The experience of hitlerite racialism
which led to the death of millions of human beings is still
fresh in our memory. It has been recalled here repeatedly
that six million human beings, because they were Jews,
were murdered and burnt in the crematoria of hitlerite
Germany. The whole world was filled with the most
profound indignation on learning of the horrors, tartures
and cruelties suffered by the Jews. Hitlerite racialism. was
founded 011 a mistaken conception, that of the inequality
of races. In defiance of all the teachings of anthropology
and ethnology, there were men who actually believed in
fundamental human differences and thought that, solely
because they had yellow or black skins, certain human
beings should be condemned to occupy an inferior social
position. This absurd and inhuman belief has caused
untold unhappiness to mankind.

26. In any case we do not need the conclusions of science
to realize that there is no such inequality of races. Even
here, in t..lus Assembly, where the representatives are white,
yellow, black or of mixed race, they none the less all form
part of the elite of mankind. Only a warped intelligence
would claim to discern any difference in me ntal powers
between those whom I am now addressing.

27. This racialism actually exists in th~ Union of South
Mrica. This racialism, which is derived directly from the
hitlerite theory of the inequality of human races, finds its
application in the Union of South Mrica. We all formerly
protested against Hitler's race theory. We showed our
anger when white people and Jews were massacred. We
cannot therefore admit today that Members of the United
Nations should embody in an act this absurd, anti-scientific,
anti-Christian and anti-human conception of racial ine
quality. For that reason, in indicating my support for the
very restrained and prudent draft resolution before us,
I shall point out the particul~ significance which the
delegation of Haiti attaches to its vote.

28. It has been said that the Assembly, if it took a definite
stand on the issue, would be sanctioning the principle of
interference in the dom~stic affairs of a Member State of
the United Nations. This is not correct. I said at the
beginning of my statement that there is now a dispute
between the Union of South Mrica and the United Nations.
That has occurred because the act passed by the GoverJ~
ment of the Union of South Mrica is at variance with the
principles of the Charter.

29. The Charter, however, constitutes th~ supreme law,
for all those who have signed it and for all those who belong
to the United Nations; it is the Jaw binding on all of us.
We must establish and secure acceptance of the principle
of the friority of international over domestic law. I men
tioned m the discussion in the Ad Hoc Political Committee

that France has recognized this principle of the priority 36. JY:a.r. G
?f internationa~ l~w ove~ domestic law by. including in, de~egatio~
Its 1946 Constitution articles 26 and 28 which lay down ' ~Ide us ID,

that conventions and diplomatic treaties, ratified and of Indi~s .'
accepted by the French Government, shall become the law large maJon
of the land, and. that if there shl;n~ld be a discrepancy. one. of the
between the treaties and the prOVISions of French laws, \ United Nat
the international law should take precedence. : 37. The p

30. Under these circumstances we are not interfering I Mrica, the]
in the domestic affairs of the Union of South Mrica when j in that cou
we affirm that a certain act passed by that State is at variance I Mrica show
with the principles of the Charter and that it should be Nation~ Cl
repealed if the Government of the Union of South Africa . obliga~IOns
intends to remain faithful to the obligations it undertook fulfil. ItS g~
by signing and ratifying the Charter. I growmg d~~

1 South Mu
31. I conclude by stating simply that I shall vote for jour resolut
the draft resolution which has been submitted to us by worse it is
the Ad Hoc Political Committee, but at the same time I olicy of se
would p::>int out that the vote of my delegation should i>e , ration, and
understood to mean that the act promulgated by the, The Govt:r
Government of the Union of South Mrica conflicts with avows the p
the principles of the Charter and that that Government ' introduced (
s~oul~ re~o6nize its .error an? put an end to this flagrant the prohibit
VIOlation of the Uruted NatIOns Charter. of Europe:;
32. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : The coloured pc
Ad Hoc Political Committee recommends the General infamous rl
Assembly to adopt the draft resolution which appears railroad cat
at the end of document Aj2046. I have been asked for a at the e~onc
separate vote on the third and fifth paragraphs of the populatIOn,
preamble, as well as on paragraph 4 of the operative part. ~d .1950

distrIcts, n
33. We shall therefore proceed to vote on the third and Groul
paragraph of the preamble and then on the fifth paragraph. foundation

The third paragraph of the preamble was adopted by of the colo,
34 votes to 6, with 16 abstentions.' 38. The s

The fifth paragra.t'h. of the preamble was adopted by is not im~
39 votes to 3, with 13 abstentions. year. Thl

India and I
34. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : I shall concluded
now put to the vote paragraph 4 of the operative part of the have on ma
draft resolution. solution of

Paragraph 4 of the operative part was adopted by 31 voteJ 39 The
to 9, 'With 14 abstentions. Mdn Kam

35. The PRESIDENT (translatedfrom Spanish): We now Govemmel
have to vote on the draft resolution as a whole. A vote ?nly 20

1
pe

by roll call has been requested. IS open y ]
leads more

A vote was taken by Toll call. The Polis]
Sweden, having been drawn by lot by the Prest'dent, voted racial pers

first. We have :
In favour : Syria, Thailand, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist achievemel

Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United dignity of
States of America, Uruguay, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Mgha- 40 It is
nistan, ~olivi~, Braz~l, Burma, B~elorussian Soviet Social~t dUty to de
Repubhc, Chile, China, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, of th'" rig
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, For those
Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Iceland, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Liberia, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, ~eru,

Philippines, Poland, Saudi Arabia.
Against : None.
Abstaining : Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Venezuela, Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Greece,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, ~ew Zealand.

The draft reloluti01t roas adopted by 44 'Votes to none, with
14 abstentions.
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42. Unless there are objections, I shall take it that the
draft resolution which appears at the end of the Fifth
Cc.mmittee's r~port is approved.

The draft resolution was adopted, without discussion.

United Nations teleccmmunications system: report
of the Secretary-General: report of the Fifth
Committee (A/2054)

[Agenda item 47]

43. The PRESIDENT (translatedfrom Spanish) : We now
come to the Fifth Committee's report, document A/2054.
At the end of the report there is the draft resolution in
which the Fifth Committee recommends the General
Assembly to take note of the report of the Secretary-General
on the United Nations telecommunications system.

44. I shall put this draft resolution to the vote.
The draft resolution was adopted by 46 votes to none, with

5 abstentions.

Economic developmer· of under-developed countries :
report of the Economic and Social Council:
(a) financing of economic development of under
developed countries; (b) land reform; (c) tech
nical assistance for the economic development of
under-developt'd countries: report of the Second
Committee (A/2052)

[Agenda item 26]

Mr. Chau'/Jet (HaitcIJ Rapporteur of the Second Committee,
presented the report of that Committee (A/2052) and then
spoke as follows :

45. Mr. CHAUVET (Haiti), Rapporteur of the Second
Committee (translated from French): I have just had the
honour to submit to the General Assembly a preliminary
report on the work of the Second Committee on the recom
mendations concerning economic development coYering
chapter II I of the report of the Economic and Social
Council. The Committee's report, which has been circulated
to all delegations, concludes with a series of ten draft
resolutions. The Assembly will note that there are two
draft resolutions [11 A and 11 B] relating to the expanded
programme of technical assistance. I should be glad if the
President would kindly put these two draft resolutions to
the vote separately, and would do the same with the three
draft resolutions on the financing of economic development
[Ill A, III B and III C].
46. I take particular pleasure in pointing out that of the
ten draft resolutions contained in this report, eight were
approved by our Committee without a negative vote, and
in two cases no delegation !tbstained from voting. As regards
the two remaining draft resolutions, two negative votes
were cast and are noted in the report.
47. The report itself met with no opposition when sub
mitted to the Second Committee for consideration. 1 myself
made a few purely formal changes in an attempt to clarify
it and, perhaps, to improve its style; I made no change in
the substance of '.he report, which remains unaltered.
48. At our 'l1eetings, which were conducted in a spirit
of mutual goodwill, close collaboration and readiness to
compromise, discussion was at no time acrimonious, even
when there was a conflict of views. We may therefore draw
practical conclusions from our work which will enable us
in the light of past experience to make better plans for the
future. I listened with the greatest interest to the many

United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund: annual
report of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension
Board : report of the Fifth Committee (A/2053)

[Agendll item 43]
H. The PRESIDEN'"f (translated from Spanish): The
next item is the Fifth Committee's report, document
A/2053. The Fifth Committee recommends the General
Assembly to adopt a resolution taking note of the annual
report of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board.
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)riori~ 36. Mr. GAJEWSKI (Poland) : On behalf of the Polish
ling in . delegation I wish briefly to explain the motives which
, down .~de us in the support of' the resolution on the treatment
d and of Indians in South Mrica. I wish to state also that the
:he law large majority which this resolution has received constitutes
epancy one of the positive events in the present session of the
1 laws, United Nations.

37. The proble"n of the treatment of Indians in South
rfeting Africa, the problem of growing racial and fascist tendencies
1 When) in that country is very painful. Not only does South
ariance t Africa show a lack of respect for the principles of the United
uld be Nations Charter, not only does it break international
Africa . obligations voluntarily undertaken, not only does it not

lertook . fulfil its guarantees and policies, not only, with an ever
I growing d~sregard of o~r Organization. is the Union of
j South Mnca not carrymg out the recommendations of

)te for our resolutions adopted in previous years, but what is
~..ls by worse, it is continually tightening the noose of the racial

time. I policy of segregation directed against the coloured popu
uld IJe I Iation, and particularly against persons of Asiatic origin.
)y t,he i The Government of the Union of South Mrica openly
:s With avows the principle of the" master race". It has gradually
'nment introduced complete racial segregation of a whole population,
lagrant the prohibition of mixed marriages, the separate registration

of Europeans, the prohibition of employment of the
coloured population in skilled jobs-not to mention such
infamous regulations as separate stations, waiting-ro')ms,
railroad cars and separate public conveniences. Aiming
at the economic weakening and extermination of the Indian
population, the Union Government introduced in 1949
and 1950 decrees about land ownership and separate
districts, namelY the Asiatic Land Tenure Amendment
and Group Areas Act, which have become the k 5al
foundation of the legalized plunder of the land property
of the coloured peoples.

38. The situation of the Indians in South Mrica not only
~ed by is not improving but it is becoming worse from year to

year. This is happening despite the patient attitude of
India and Pakistan which, basing themselves on agreements

I shall concluded and on the resolutions of the United Nations,
of the have on many occasions attempted to arrive at a compromise

solution of the problem.
(votes 39. The rapacious, ruthless and inhuman principles of

Mein Kampf are the inspiration behind the policies of the
'e now Government of the Union of South Mrica, representing
~ vote only 20 per cent of the country's population. This policy

is openly practised, and the stirring up of racial hatreds
leads more and more often to bloody outbreaks and murder.
The Polish people, having experienced race hatred and

fJoted racial persecution, are well aware of its deadly effects.
We have always supported all liberation movements and
achievements for the equality of human rights and the
dignity of oppressed races.

40. It is for these reasons that we consider it to be our
duty to declare our support for the aspirations and defence
of the rights of the Indian population of South Mrica.
For those reasons we have voted for the resolution.
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speeches which were made and the various arguments
propounded. We had not to deplore the tense atmosphere
which sometimes exists in other Committees ; for the
members of the Second Committee, courtesy and politeness
remained an ir..ternational virtue. We avoided all offensive
and uncalled-for language and achieved practical results
designed to alleviate the plight of peoples in distress.

49. This is a life and death question for our civilization.
Any delay will only complicate, as each day passes, the
problem of the development of the under-developed coun
tries. As ~~veral delegations have pointed out, the excessive
burden of work assumed by the Economic and Social
Council will soon make it necessary for U3 to set up an
ad hoc Economic and Social Council to assist the Council
in its heavy task. We may claim with pride that no other
body can boast with greater justification than can the
United Nations of having responded generously to the
countries in need of economic aid and practical and lasting
technical assistance.

50. In conclusion, I wish to thank the Chairman of our
Committee, all my colleagues, and especially the represen
tatives of the Secretariat, who have made my task a very
simple one.

51. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : As
the Rapporteur of the Second Committee has stated, the
Assembly has before it ten draft resolutions submitted by
the Second Committee which appear at the end of its
report on item 26 of the agenda.

52. I shall give the floor to representatives wishing to
explain their vote on one or more of these draft l~olutions,
but would ask them to do so in a single statement.

53. Mr. LESAGE (Canada): The Canadian delegation
would like to explain very briefly why it was that it felt
it had to vote against the joint draft resolution III A
concerning the financing of economic development. My
Government feels that it has made it abundantly clear
through concrete action that it desires to assist wherever
possible in the development of the lesser developedcountries.
Our belief in this principle has led us to contribute
substantial resources, both human and financial, to many
effective plans for such assistance. .Because of this concern
felt by our Government we have examined this joint draft
resolution with the greatest care, and we have had to come
to the conclusion that it is not in the long-range interests
of either the under-developed areas or the more industria
lized countries, or the United Nations itself, to pursue
l',t till.; moment the course which this draft resolution
reoommends. We have great fears that it may give rise
to false hopes in many parts of the world and that it may
turn attention and enthusiasm away from those concrete
programmes for development which are at present under
way in those ar~as.

54. We should also like to drawn the atte~tion of the
General Assembiy to the fact that the spirit of unaniMity
which has marked most United Nations decisions in the
economic field in the past is noticeably lackiDg with respect
to this draft resolution. Amon~ the many delegations
which have said that they were unable to support this
draft resolution in the Second Committee we find repre
sented most of those countries which have in the past made
the greatest contributions to all United Nations programmes
for technical assistance or humanitarian aid. These nations
at the present time have banded themselves together in
collective security arrangements designed to strengthen
the whole free w('rld against the forces of aggression.
Their economies are heavily strained by the sacrifices that
this has entailed. I do not believe that they intend to

diminish the flow of funds for development under existing discussiOJ
progl'811lIDes; nevertheless, for the moment, it has been
made clear that no additional contributions arising out Social C(
of the establishment of new agencies could be contemplated li~f .the taal

b fth vmgs
y any 0 em. i the proIT

55. In those circumstances it appears gravely doubtful ' has been
whether it would be wise for some of the other States The mor
represented in the United Nations to press forward too much tm
quickly towards the establishment of an international Australiro
authority to make grants and loans for economic deve. economic
lopment. I fed that it is our responsibility in this plenary l! sum 0

meeting to ensure that we make no decision in the name of has also )
the United Nations which might in any way weaken the Plan for
effectivene~s of the Organization's historic respect for the and Sou
views and the principle of the majority vote. Resolutions together
of the United Nations should give expression to our in conson
common and sincere intentions in all fields relating to the Nations,
welfare of mankind, and it is my delegation's view that the we are fi
approval of this draft resolution might seriously endanger developm
that principle. our immil

56. For all these reasons my delegation will have to oppose 61. Our
draft resolution III A. been forn

57. Mr. FORSYTH (Australia) : Draft resolution HI A i:~:~io
was approved by the Second Committee by 28 votes to 20, national e
with 9 abstentions. It was thus approved on the favourable
vote of less than a majority of the Members, and with only of migrar
a small margin of votes between those supporting and those b;~i~s~
opposing it. large and
58. My delegation voted against this draft resolution in responsib
the Second Committee, and will do so again in this plenary holding 1
meeting. To us it seems unwise for a minority of the resolutioIl
Members of the United Nations to press through a resolution to pause
containing proposals which will be difficult, ifnot impossible, under-de'
to put into operation. The more-developed countries have of that dJ
clearly indicated, .both by their statements in the Second 62. We
Committee and by their votes on this draft resolution, resolutior
that they are not now, and moreover are unlikely in the it is unw
foreseeable future to be, in a position to make contributions Nations
to the special fund mentioned in the draft resolution. obligatioI
As countries which are potential contributors- to such a and whie
fund have already indicated that they cannot support
this draft resolution, its adoption will not only call on the l~-s~~:~~
Economic and Social Council to undertake an impossible
task but may raise in under-developed countries false 63. I sI
hopes, and wnen the Economic and Social Council h::s draft rese
made its report it will result in disappointment.

59. Among the countries which voted in the Second
Committee against this draft resolution were the United
S!ates, the United Kingdom, France, Canada, Belgium,
New Zealand, Sweden, the Netherlands, Denmark and
Australia. Among these countries would be found, if the
establishment of such a fund were practicable, countries
from whom principal contributions would be sought.
This is not an exclusive list of those who regularly contribute
to intemational programmes. The twenty countries which
voted against th~ draft resolution contribute about
78 per cent of the United Nations budget, and they have
contributed or pledged about 90 per cent of th'.:: amount
provided for the first period of the expanded programme
of technical assistance. If these countries are not to support
the creation of a ~pecial fund, from whom will the contri·
butions come? The size of the fund would be quite
inadequate for the purposes required and it would not
meet the criterion of universality which the draft resolution
suggests.

60. The problem of financing the development of under
developed countries has rightly had a prominent place in the
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contributions to the large extra-budgetary funds of the
United Nations was able to promise support for this parti
,=ular proposal. My delegation therefore feels that to
press forward in these circumstances would be to run
grave danger of raising hopes and, of course, of causing
disappointment.
67. While, therefore, we fully recognize that the problem
of the under-developed areas exists, and will necessitate
some form of international action when this becomes
practical politics, we must to our regret vote at the present
time against the draft resolution now before us.
68. Mr. ARNALDO (Philippines) : Draft resolution III A
const1V.ltes a main plank in the global programme of eco
nimic and social development. In our view it is essential
to the realization of international economic goals envisaged
in the Charter. Various measures of technical assistance, no
m~tter how broad, cannot of themselves bring abtlut the
desired acceleration in the pace of economic development
without increased finAncial aid from external sources to the
less-developed areas of the world. This is a basic principle
which has repeatedly been recorded in resolutions of the
General Assembly.
69. In casting our vote for the draft resolution, it is our
firm belief that :ts recommendations point the way to
the translation of the principle into reality. If the problem
of financing for economic development is of paramount
importance, as it is generally conceded to be, it would seem
logical for the General Assembly to adopt a new and bold
approach. The draft resolution seeks to do just that.
70. This approach is justified by the seeming iru.bility
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Deve
lopment to meet the needs of under-developed countries.
In the past the Bank has always afplied ability to pay as
the main criterion in the granting 0 loans. In this context,
under-developed countries with their low levels of per
capita income and low debt-servicing capacity could not
hope for sympathetic consideration of their requests. For
eD.mple, my own country has been negotiating for a
development loan from the International Bank since 1947
without success. The difficulty of this criterion is that
it restricts the availability of loans to relatively more
developed countries since they are in a better position to
pay. For under-developed countries like the Philippines,
the likely prospect is an immediate negative reply and, if
its economic situation improves with a corresponding
increase in its debt-senricing capacity, it will be in a position
where it might no longer need a loan.
71. These considerations prompt my delegation to agree
with those who seek to exolore a new approach to the
problem. It is also witL this view in mind that my dele·
gation sought to insert in draft resolution III C an injunction
to the International Bank to expand its lending operations,
keepin~ in mind the special situation of under-developed
countries with low income levels.
72. In fairness to the International Bank, however, I must
say that this ~ency ha! never been motivated in its actions
by reasons of a purely political nature as has been alleged
by some delegations. If this allegation were true it would
be difficult to justify on political grounds the refusal of
the Bank to ~t a loan to a country with a political system
and ideology like the Philippines.

73. The United Nations dream has indeed moved closer
to reality in the realm ofeconomic development, as evidenced
by its substantial achievements in various fields. In voting
for draft resolution III A my delegation believes that the
international economic programme envisaged in the Charter
is capable of realization provided we work in concert in a
genwne spirit uf international co-operation.

" .... ~ "'.
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;in oe~ 'I Social Cou!lcil: The developed countries are well ~W3re
'mpgl t~ i of the asplrat&.)ns of people everywhere towards higher
. a e living standards. These aspirations go hand in hand with

1 the promotion of national independence which, happily,
doubtful 1 has been achieve:d by many countries in rec\~nt times.
:r States The more-developed countries have already ccmtributed
l'ard too much towards th\~ achievement of these objectiv,~s. The
national Australian Government is now contributing to international
ic deve. economic development at a rate higher than ever before :
plenary 11 sum of [, 10 million during the present year, and it

name of has also pledged about [, 35 million towards the Colombo
lken the Plan for Co-operative Economic vevelopment in South
for the and South-East Asia over a six-year period. This,

.olutions together with unavoidable defence expenditure, itl)elf
to our in consonance with our !'esponsibilities towards the United

g to the Nations, has placed a strain on our resources. Indeed,
that the we are finding it necessary to curtail some of our own
ndanger development programmes which are the foundation of

our immigration programme.

•oppose 61. Our attitude towards this draft resolution has not
been formulated with regard merely to what we in Australia
consider the best means by which we may discharge our
international responsibility, whether in the field of inter
national economic aid, collective security, or the absorption
of migrants. Our vwn contribution would, in the nature
of things, be a modest one, but we have been influenced
by the id~ntity of attitude of all the nations I have mentioned,
large and small, whose collective record of international
responsibility cannot be questioned. In effect, by with
hol&ng their support from this draft resolution, draft
resolution III A, they have asked the General Assembly
to pause and consider whether the real interest of the
under-developed countries will be served by the adoption
of that draft resolution at this General Assembly.

62. We are therefore not in a position to support draft
resolution III A, and I wish to submit, in concluding that
it is unwise for a minority of the Members of the United
Nations to adopt a resolution which implies fi~ancial

obligations for a relatively small number of other Members,
and which by causing disappointment might affect the
co-operation already existing between the more and the
less-developed countries.

63. I should like to request that the vote on part A of
draft resolution III should be taken separately.

64. Sir Gladwyn JEBB (United Kingdom) : I, too,
should like to explain the vote of my delegation on draft
resolution IliA, namely, as we know, that which refeiS
to the financing of the economic development of under
d~veloped countries.

65. As the United Kingdom representative explained at
some length in the Second Com.'11ittee, our main objection
to this draft resolution is not that it is basically wrong or
misconceived but simply that it is untimely. The record
of the United Kingdom in promoting economic development
in all parts of the world is a very long one and we are very
proud of it, but my dele~ation does feel that it would not be
honest at the present tlffie to vote for a draft resolution
aiming at tb.e setting up of an ir.ternational fund, to which
the United Kingdom Government for reasons evident
to all is not in a position to subscribe. It is not our fault
if the policies of certain governments have created a situation
in which so much of our production has to be devoted to
uneconomic purposes. Rather, it is everybody's misfortune.
66. In any case, it became apparent during the very full
debate which the question provoked in the Committee that
none of the countries which usually make substantial
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74. Mr. MANSFIELD (United States of America):
The Second Committe:e has recommended the adoption by
the General Assembly of the draft resolution presented
as part A of Jraft resolution III of the report of the Second
Committee which is before us. I should like to explain
briefly why the United States delegation opposed and voted
against the approval of this draft resolution in the Second
Committee and will have to vot~ ~gainst it- in the Assembly.

75. Essentially this draft resolution requests the Economic
and Social Council to prepare, for submission to the seventh
session of the General Assembly, a series of detailed recom
mendations on the composition and administration of a
special international fund for financing economic deve
lopment, as well as on the collection of contributions to such
a fund. This fund would be used mainly for grants to under
developed countries.

76. The issue which is raised is, therefore, this: should
the United Nations at this time embark upon an attempt
to create either a new institution or a special fund for the
purpose of financing economic development ? Let us have
no misunderstanding about this point. To instruct the
Economic and Social Council, as the draft resolution does,
plainly me~'lS nothing less than committing the United
Nations to make such an attempt.

77. It has been maintained by various delegations during
the debates on this draft resolution in the Second Committee
that its adoption by the General Assembly will result in
furthering the peace of the world. It has been main+.ained
that this will be in the permanent interests of the United
Nations. During these debates, the United States delegation
expressed the conviction that its adoption, contrary to
being in the interests of international understanding and
co-operatiqn, might, in fact, hurt and delay the ends which
we all seek. This continues to be the conviction of my
Government.

78. As the United States delegation has already pointed
out in the Second Committee, we know of only two possible
approaches to tIlls problem of raising a new international
fund for economic development.

79. The first is through. the voluntary contributions of
Members of the United Nations. So far as the United
States is concerned, my Government has made its position
perfectly clear as regards voluntary contributions to such
a fund. U~der existing world political conditions, with
Members of the United Nations forced to devote large
amounts of their re~ources to fighting aggression and to the
requirements of their defence, we are not prepared to
commit ourselves to contribute to a fund such as is here
being proposed. We have also heard during the debates
in the Second Committee that no other country, which
might ordinarily be expected to make significant contri
butions to 5uch a fund, is in a position to do so. Every
single such country has made clear its inability to commit
itself, in existing circumstances, to additional large financial
obligations. Therefore, the response that we may anticipate
to such a method of raising money for an international
develop:r'J.ent fund is already obvious. Clearly, no amount
of contributions to speak of will be forthcoming through the
voluntary action of Member States in the foreseeable
future••

80. The other alternative which can be recommended by
the Economic and Social Council is for the United Nations
to vote to assess each and every Member on a pro rata basis.
But what are the probabilities of this kind of recommen
dation being realized ? Certainly no one would deny that a
fund such as is here proposed to be of practical value would
have to be large enough appreciably to increase the rate of

economic development over and above what is now tak.ing
place. Having m mind the requirements of the under
developed countries, this would mean that the Members
of the United Nations would have to commit themselves
collectively to appropriate every year a sum of relatively
large magnitude. Is this a realh'tic expectation, is this
practical, when we bear in mind the difficulties that many
countries have had in paying the pledges they have made
to the technical assistance programme? Is this a realistic
expectation, is this practical, in view of the inability of
many countries to permit any extensive use by th.::: Inter
national Bank for lending purposes of that part of their
contribution to the Bank which has been ffi~de in national
currency ? Is this a realistic expectation when we consider
the vcy real difficulties that have been encountered in
obtaining voluntary contributions for United Nations
activities ? Unless Member countries are in a position to
make contributions to the fund which is contemplated by
this draft resolution, the United Nations cannot possibly
give lifi~ to the blu~ prints and to the principles of action
which this draft resolution calls upon the Economic and
Social Council to elaborate. Unless such contributions are
forthcoming, the fund which this resolution speaks of
will re:main merely a piece of paper.
81. ][f, with these hard facts staring us in the face, the
Assembly, nevertheless, adopts this resolution, what will
be its effect? As we see it, the United Nations will be
giving the impression to the men and women of the under
developed countries that a fund is about to be createdwhich
will assist them in their efforts to improve the~ir standardc;
of living. No matter what words are used in the resolution,
no matter how many times it reiterates that the fund will
not come into operation until circumstances permit, it will
inevitably lead the peoples of the under-developed areas of
the world to expect that grants will shortly be available.
And what will their reaction be when they see that no
assistance is in fact forthcoming from this promised fund?
What will be their reac:tion when they come to understand
that the United Nations has given birth to only a paper
plan? They will certainly then have the right to ask:
Why does the United Nations fail to fulfil the expectations
it has created? We must all ask ourselves the"question:
Will this redound to the credit and to the effectiveness of
the United Nations ?
82. My Government feels that nothing could be more
impractical than to embark upon the creation of a fund or
an institution for financing economic development to
which no major potential contributor is willing to 'make any
commitment. The conviction of my Government that this
draft resolution is ill-timed and ill-advised is based on the
most serious and I" "lrching appraisal of the situation which
":dces the United Nations today. It does not reflect any
change in Clur attitude toward our intermLtional responsi
bilities and the laudable objectives sought by this draft
resolution.

83. The record of th~ American people in this field i5
clear. That record furnishes unquestionable evidence of
our concern with the ec-onomic and social development of
the under-developed countries. It is proof of our interest
in the welfare of others and of our serious determination
to help them to improve their standards of living. We
appreciate the magnitude of the task which still faces the
under-developed countries. We have made clear that W~

will continue to do everything we can to help in the economic
and social advancement of the peoples of these areas. In
the words of the President of the United States:

"We must not slacken our efforts to create new
sources of wealth, and thereby bring about j-';g~er
standards of living in the under-developed areas. The
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cause 'of freedom to which we are dedicated will not
permit us to fall behind in this effort. Our objectives
are to serve peace and to create bettei lives for all people
in the world ".

: The attitude of the American people is best summed up
in the recent statement of our President when he said :

· " The only kind of war we seek is the war against want and
· human misery " .
· 84. We are convinced that to pass this resolution at this
: time will not result in any additional funds being made
! available for grant assistance to the under-developed
" countries and that, consequently, it will bring no improve-

ment to the lot of those who need such assistance. We
fear that its approval will merely give rise to hopes and
expectations that can have little chance of being realized.
We fear that its adoption may 2.ctually retard and hurt
the furthering of economic development and o£ interna
tional co-operation in this field.
85. We feel that it is important that the resolutions of
this body maintain the high stancard of effectiveness
which have so far characterized its actions. We should not
lower this standard by adopting a resolution which we
kbOW cannot bring about the desired results. We must
not deliberately debase the currency of the Uaited Nations.
These are the reasons why the United States must oppose
this draft resolution.
86. Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile) (translated/rom Spanish) :
The Chilean delegation will vote for draft resolution III A

, recommended by the Second Committee, concerning the
financing of economic development of under-developed
countries, for the following main reasons.
87. First, because it considers that the problem of economic
development is the foremost long-term problem in the
world today, and therefore the foresmost for the United
Nations. The acceleratio..~ of economic development is
the most effective means of raising the standard of living
of 80 per cent of the people of the world, who today are
undernourished, ill-clothed, badly housed and a prey to
disease, and are not in a position to take advantage of the
technical and cultural progress of the world. It is an essential
element in the maintenance of world economic stability
and absolutely vital for peace, as the General Assembly
stated in its very important "Uniting for peace"
resolution 377 (V).
83. Secondly, because the General Assembly [reso
lution 400 (V)] and the Economic and Social Council
[resolution 368 (XIII)], supported by the authoritative
opinions of technical and economic experts, stated that
~wing to the limited saving capacity of the under-developed
countries due to their low national income, they require
Cl not only technical but also financial as~istance from
abroad, and particularly from the more-devek"'ed countries;
that the accelerated economic development of under
developed countries requires a more effective.~,nd sustained
mobilization of domestic savings and an exp~1'\ded and more
stable flow of foreign capital investment ; that the volume
of private capital... flowing into under-developed countries
cannot meet the financial needs of [their] economic deve
lopment; [and] that some basic development projects are
not capable of being adequately serviced through existing
sources of foreign finance although they contribute directly
or indirectly to the increase of national productivity and
national income ".

89. Thirdly, because the bternational economic experts
appointed to study measures to accelerate economic deve
lopment have proposed, as a solution to meet the deficiencies
recogr..· ~ed by the General Assembly, the establishment
of an international fund to finance such schemes.

90. Fourthly, because that solution has been pronounced
adequate by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and, in its reports, by the United States
Government Advisory Committee on Economic Deve
lopment, and no fundamental objection to it has been raised
in our own debates. All that has been said against it is the
argument repeated today cv....cerning the inability of some
countries, at the present time, to contribute to the fund
provided for by the draft resolution•

91. FiftWy, because no other solution has been proposed
for this serious and universally ackn\>wledged problem.
92. Sixthly, because the draft resolution, in spite of what
has been said here, is a well thought out and realistic one
since, in spite of the urgency of the matter, it does not
attempt to reach a solution too hastily and takes into account
the abnormal circumstances of the world of today and the
need to perfect the system and improve collective security
measures. It is only a small step forward, just enough to
prevent us from remaining in a status quo which, morally,
would represent a step backwards, after three years of
almost exhaustive preparation, discussion and study.
Indeed, the draft resolution does not imply any financial
undertaking, as has been asserted here ; it does not even
recommend the creation of an international development
authority, as was proposed by the experts. It merely
requests the Economic and Social Council to submit to
the Assembly a plan for establishing such a fund for
economic development and to recommend when it should
be established, in the light of existing circumstances. The
Council is asked to make proposal:.. and recommendations
as to the nature, size and scope of the fund and the manner
of organizing it; and the General Assembly at its next
session will be called upon to take a decision, at which time
it will be in a position to decide, freely and with a full
knowledge of the facts, whether the fund should be esta
blished or not. The time for discussing the advisability
of setting up the fund will be one year hence, when its
creation comes up for discussion, not now. I hope that in
a year's time much water will have flowed under the
bridge and many attitudes and positions will have changed.
93. Seventhly, because we believe that the tro<,..ed
world of today must not be given the impression that
rearmament programmes are causing the postponement of
international action for the benefit of the under-developed
countries ; for we believe that the economic development
of those countries is an essential factor in defence against
aggression and, as the General Assembly has already stated,
the essential complement of collective security measures.
The Bolivian representative explained this position in
detail this morning and it is one which we fully share. A
further reason is that we believe that the improvement of
the world economic situation is a great factor in the cause of
peace and friendship between the nations.

94. EightWy, because, even if we were to accept the
theory, which we cannot, that it will be impossible to make
any further financial effort for the economic development
of the economically weak countries until rearmament
ceases, plans must be kept ready to meet the serious economic
situation which wiU inevitably arise when international
tension decreases. Economic development of the under
developed countries will be the great shock-absorber to
lessen the impact of the economic recession which is liable
to occur when that quite likely and very deairable change
occurs.

95. NintWy, because it is necessary at the present time,
above all, to increase the prestige and strength of the United
Nations and to obtain popular support for its work. In
many countries the common man 18 losing his faitll in the
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disturbing, even a threatening, disillusion born of the
existence of permanent poverty and the inability, on the
part of international co-operation as ret, to fulfil in this
respect the hopes that were kindled ID the hearts of the
peoples by the United Nations Charter.

103. In concluding, I ask for a roll-call vote on this draft
resolution.

should be used d
various programm
that certain need:
have a hundred
action aimed at 1
under-developed (

: that such argumel
. of the report on th

10~. Mr. MATES ~Yugoslavia) : I should like ~ explain 109. Finally, I.:
bne~y the Stand-P01~t of the Yugoslav delegation c~n. '. delegation, in VOtl
cernmg dr~ res~lutlon III A, although ~y delegatlo!l ! to underestimate 1
has alr~ady gtvt:n, m ~he course of the d~bate.m the Se~ond i the assistance th:
COIDmlttee, the basiC reasons for which It has actively . rendering or will
participated in the drafting of the present draft resolution promoting the ece
whic~ the Committee is now submittin~ to the plenary of such aid. We 1
meeting of the General Assembly. Owmg to the sh<Jft I has been ascertaiJ
time I have at my disposal I do not intend to explain all such individual a,
the reasons which ~ided us when determining our attitude it renders nece5S~
o~ princ!ple.. I WIsh t? un~erline, ,however, that we see tance to under-d
WIth satisfaction that tnere lS a umty of purpose among level of economic
the majority in this Assembly with regard to the question \ base ourselves 01

of undertaking measures to solv:e one of the most impo~t I criterion, are cons
world prob~ems : the overconung of the backwardness,ID . which have been \
the econOIDlC development of a large number of countnes nomic situation in
which are inhabited by the majority of mankind. particularly those
105. Although the reasons which have determined our developed and wh
attitude of principle are fundamental and sufficient to of men and womc
explain our active participation in the drafting of the present indexes, and not.
draft resolution, I consider that it is necessary to dwell developed countn
upon the concrete aspects of this question as formulated 110. For all the
in draft resolution A on the financing of the economic not only vote in
development of under-developed countries. expresses the hop

.. , this plenary meet
106. We cu:e supportmg thl~ draft resolutIOn not m<;.r~ly wider support tha
because of Its general meanmg, but also because ot lts "
reasonable formulation which takes into account not only 111. Mr. BOR.
the basic principles and aims, but also the actu~i possibi. Although the Frc
Iities of implementing these principles and aims. The should not .SUpPOI
reasonable character of the fo:--:•.l1ation is reflected, ID the of e~ononuc dev
fint place, by the fact that this draft resolution does not practical effect 01

request the United Nations to undertake immediately large- very reverse of ~
scale international action involving considerable financial very far .from bel
expenditure without a previous thorough study of the whole or even ID theFry
question. Actually, the draft resolution entrusts our Or8a- them. Th~ n
nization merely with the direct task of studying the question paramoun~ Iffi10r
of rim~ncial assistance to under-developed countries. of .unde~- eve 0bP

world-Wide pro
107. Nevertheless, a ~erious objection to this draft resolu- countries and wh
tion could be that itoostpones the,consideration C!f the said, would be a
undertaking of concrete measures untIl the next session of 112. I the circl
the General Assembly. However, all those who ·have . fi d' ti
followed the trend of discussions at previous sessions of b: makeh" t I~S
the General Assembly, in the Economic and Social Council e e~n w a I _

and in other United Nations bodies, will easily see that this 113. Because vi
session of the Assembly has unfortunately had to decide to undertake, Fr
to undertake what should have been undertaken in the cularly affected 1
course of the last year) that is, in the period between the the ensuing rise :
fifth and sixth sessions of the General Assemblv. struction needs,

.. . ~ inJustrial machi
108. In View of this, we have not been Impressed by the standard of livinl
statemen~ of .cert~ .delegations tc the effec'~; that, in the also to catty 0\

prese~t sltuatJOn, It 18 hardly to be expected.that large. overseas terntoril
finanCla! means could be found for the financlI}g of· th~ aildt}ft'ort.. T9'
econOmIC development of under-developed countnes. Such increfl$ing the ns
means are unnecessary for the implementation of the 1 :

provisions of the present draft resolution and, moreover, lA..As a .resul!
only when we have studied the situation shall we be able of senous mflatl
to appraise what means will be necessary in the future, and cannot, at the pI
within what periods of time. The Yugoslav delegation add to burdens'
considers that there is no justification for such objections, - 115. "It has ·bee
because the decision as to how available financial resources were formerly eJ

Organization and is indifferent to its work for secmity.
It will only be possible to attract him to its cause if he is
convinced that he is part of a great common enterprise the
pUtpO£e of which. is to solve simultaneously the problem
of the threat ~f war, defence agai"lSt aggression, and his
own poverty.
96. It is my conviction that the international fund for
the financing of economic development will be established
in not more than two or three years.

97. It is absolutely essential to supplement existing
international financial measures, which are limited to a
few examples of a certain type of loan by the statutes and
available funds of the institutions concerned. It is necessary
to have public funds available for use by the weakest of
the under-developed countries, those which are just
beginning their programmes of economic transfonnation,
so that they can carry out basic work which will later enable
them to aspire to other investments, both public and private.
98. We have been told that the industrial countries cannot
contribute to such a fund in the foreseeable future and that
it is undesirable to arouse hopes whi~h will not be fulfilled.
'Ve heard similar words here in ~:'48 when we were
approving a small programme for te~hnical assistance. One
year later that pro~amme had increased a hundredfold,
and today it constitutes one of the major realities and
practical achievements of the United Nations. I also
remember how one of the points brought out in tIt:
discussion of the programme of technical assistance in the
Assembly in 1948 was the magnificent democratic theory
of majorities and minorities, which the representative of
Australia has just put forward.

99. I am well aware that contribution to a great fund for
economic development requires a process of ripening in
world public opinion. In two or three years that process
will have been completed. It is the task of Governments,
private institutions, the Press and other information media
to assist in that process, instead of contributing to postpone
it. The main purpose of the resolution which now a\yaits
our approval is to give impetus to that ripening process. An
appeal by the Umted Nations, which is above individual
countries, however great and {'owerful they may b~ ~ot

fail to be heard by public opInion in democratic \. ..., ....ntries
and especially in those which are now in even greater need
than others of a strong and respected United Nations.

100. The task is easier than it seems.. We have the magni
ficent example of the great labour organizations of the
United States and the United Kingdom which together
have over 25 million members and exercise such consi
derable influence in public decisions. Those organizations
have not only already gras}':--.-1 the problem, but have publicly
and spontaneously expressed their. firm SU~ ·.~ort for the
immediate creation of this international fund and have
urged the governments of the industrial countries to ensure
a prompt and considerable flow of public capital to finance
economic development.

101. In the Second Committee I read out communications
on the subject sent by the International Confederation oi
Free Trade Unions. H that is the reaction of the poorest
section of the community in the most highly industrialized
countries, the section which will have to saCrifice the most
to pay a contribution, we cannot be pessimistic as to tht;
way in which other socicJ groups will respond.

102. There is no danger of disillusioning people, because
we are asking the Economic and Social Council to formulate
plans for the establishment of an economic development
fund when circumstances permit. The disillusion exists
already, and in some caaes it is tutning to despair. It is a

I
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should be used depends upon a study of the priority of

, various programmes. We cannot agree with the argument
that certain needs must necessarily, and :n every cai)e,

i have a hundred per cent priority over an international
i action aimed at hastening the economic development of
! under-developed countries, even more so in view of the fact
: that such arguments are used before we are in possession
: of the report on the studies proposed in this draft resolution.
'109. Finally, I should like to siress that the Yugoslav
: delegation, in voting for the draft re~olution, does not wish
i to unde.restimate the imp?rtance of. those measur"'; '~d of
! the assistance that certam countnes have rend.. ~ ~ J, are

rendering or will render in the future, for the purpose of
promoting the economic development of countries m need
of such aid. We have based our attitude on the fact, which
has been ascertained without any doubt, that in spite of
such individuat actions the generai situation io such that
it renders necessary a broad international financial assis
tance to under-devdoped countries. Differences in the
level of economic development, regardless of whether we

I base ourselves on the per capita income or any other
criterion, are constantly increasing, in spite of all measures
which have been undertaken so far. Furthermcj~, the eco
nomic situation in a number of under-developed countries,
particularly those countries which are the .nost under
developed and which are inhabited by hun~reds of millions
of men and women, is deteriorating accordll1~ to absolute
indexes, and not only in comparison with the progress of
developed countries.
110. For all these reasons, the Yugoslav delegation will
not only vote in favour of draft resolution III A, but it
expresses the hope that this draft resolution will meet, at
this plenary meeting of the General AssemblY, with even
wider support than it received in the Second Committee.
111. Mr. BORIS (France) (translated from French):
Although the French delegation feels that it cannot and
should not support draft resolution III A on the financing
of economic development, which it fears will have no
practical effect or may even produce practical effects the
very reverse of thJse intended, it is not opposed-it is
very far from being opposed-to the objectives aimed at,
or even in theory to the means contemplated for attaining
them. The French delegation is fully aware of the
paramount importance of the problem of the development
of under-developed countries. In its opinion this is a
world-wide problem the solution of wh.ich concerns all
countries and which, as the Chilean representative has just
said, would be a factor for promoting peace.
112. In the circumstances, however, the French delegation
must make a.distinction, as regards the means to be applied,
between what is desirable ana what is feasible.
113. Because vi the manifold tasks which it is compelled
to undertake, France, as everyone knows, has been parti
cularly affected by the shortage of raw materials and by
the ensuing rise in prices. It has to cope with its recon
struction needs, the equipment and modernization of its
inJustrial machinery, and also the maintenance of the
standard of living of a people severely tried by war. It has
also to carry out developments in ita under-developed
overseas terntories, which alone. call for: considerable funds
aild~ffort.. T9 those t~ks should be added the need for
increasing the national defence effort.
114. As a -result of all this, France is faced with the threat
of serious inflation. In these circumstances my country
cannot, at the present time, accept a solution which would
add to burdens which are already unduly heavy.
115. It has ·been rightly pointed out that countries which
were formerly exporters of capital can no longer play that

( ,

role. That is the case with my COWltry, and we have just
listened to the representative of the country which. is most
directly concerned, the country which would be called
upon to make all oi." nearly all the effort required. We have
heard him give us the reasons for its negative attitude.

116. In these circumstances it would not be fitting for
France to support the establishment of a spedal fund to
which it could not contribute. It is for that reason that
the French delegation, to its great regret, will have to vote
against draft reaolution HI A.

117. Mr. NARIELWALA (India) : The adoption of draft
resolution 11I A would not automatically create tte inter
national development fund of which the representatives
of the industriahzed countries have spoken. We are surprised
than al'~ attempt should have been made to mis-state the
purposes of this draft resolution. W ~ are equally surprised
that it should have been maintained from this rostrum that
the draft resolution was approved in the Second Committee
by a minority vote. May I invite the attention of this
Assem1:ly, and particularly of those representatives who
spoke before me in connexion with this draft resolution,
to rul~ &6 of the rules of procedure which stipulates that :

" For the purpose of these rules, the phrase' Members
present and voting' means Members casting an affir
mative or negative vote. Members which abstain from
voting are considered as not voting. "

This draft resolution was approved in the Second
Committee by 28 votes in favour, with 20 against and
n abstentions, und those wh\) abstained from the vote
must therefore be considered, under the rule, as Members
not present.

118. I should like to come now to draft resolution III A
itself. Paragraph 2 of the operative part requests the
Economic and Social Council to prepare for consideration
by the General Assembly, not at this session but at its
seventh session, a series of recommendations for a special
fund to be created for grants-in-aid and low interest, long
term loans to help under-developed countries. Para
graph 2 (a) makes it clear: U that the creation of a new
international organization should be considered only if a
careful examination of the functions of existing organi
zations proves that the required functions cannot be carried
out by them". It is clear that the adoption of this resolu
tion would not mean the creation of the new organization
overnight as has ~een feared by the delegations of the
industrialized countrie" In fact, it is POSf "-.le that no such
new organization wouid come . +0 existence at all because
the Economic and Social CounCll might reach the conclusion
that the existing international financial organizations were
adequate and that the creation of a special de7elopment
fund for under-dp,veloped countries was unnecessary. It is
for the Assembly to decide at its seventh session whether
to create this fund. The present session has not been asked
to do so.

119. In asking the General Assembly to adopt this draft
resolution we are merely advocating that the Economic and
Social Council should be requested to study this proposal,
and no more.. Yesterday a resol~tion r358th ~eting] was.
passed by thls Assembly dealing WIth. a :DIsarmament
Commission. If disarmament is brought about as the
result of univ~rsal ~greement among the great Powers, the
way will be open for the more industrialized countries of
the world, the representatives of which have spoken so
vehemently agair-')t draft resolution I I I A, to utilize, in
the words of the resolution itself, U any savings that may
accrue from any programme of disarmament. as one of
the sources of contributions ".
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Report of the International Law Commission covering
the work of its third sess~.on, including (a) reser
vations to multilateral conventions, and Resenations
to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment
of the Crime of Genocide : advisory opinion of the
International Court of Justice: report of the
Sixth Committee (A/2047)

[Agenda items 49 (a) and 50]

133. rvIr. ROLING (Netherlands) : There is always an
element of uncertainty and surprise in the process of voting.
Concessions are made at the last moment, different views
are brought together, and in the tension of an afternoon
session positions are changed and re50lutions are adopted.
So it happened in the Sixth Committee, and in the morning
following the afternoon before, members of the Sixth Com
mittee looked at the result and wondered whether it really
expressed what they thought it should expre~s. I think
I am not mistaken in my feelings that the draft resolution
now before us is not the adequate expression of the opinions
prevailing in the Sixth Committee.

134. At the fifth session of the General Assembly the
Secretary-General put on the agenda the item concerning
reservations to multilateral conventions, requesting guidance
by the General Assembly for his activities as a depositary,
especially of the Convention on the Prevention and Punish
ment of the Crime of Genocide. After lengthy discussions
in the Sixth Committee last year the General Assembly
requested [resolution 478 (V)], as to the Genocide
Convention, an advisory opinion of the International Court
of Justice, and in the same resolution it requested the
International Law Commission to study the problem of
reservations to multilateral conventions in gener9t and to
give priority to its study of the law of treaties.

135. The General Assembly at its sixth. session, conse
quently, was confronted with an advisory opinion of the
Court as to the Genocide Convention and a repJrt of the
International Law Commission as to reservations to multi
lateral conventions in general. Those two documents were
to assist the Sixth Committee ir advising the General
Assembly about the guidance to be given to the Secretary
General as depositary in the fi.l'st place of the Genocide
Convention ; in the second place; of multilateral conventions
of which he is already a depositary ; and in the third place,
of future multilateral conventions to be concluded under
the auspices of the United Nations.

Mr. Abdoh (Iran), RapPorteur of the Sixth Committee,
presented the report of that Committee(Aj2047).

132. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : The
representative of the Netherlands has the floor to explain
his vote.
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129. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We :;6. It is with
shall vote on draft resolution V. 'treaties, the prob

Draft resolution V 'Was adopted by 44 votes to none, 'With iexistin~ law, whi
10 abstentions. there IS more fre

. General A&JembI
130. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanuh) : Draft; this point the de,
resolution VI was approved unanimously by the Second :
Committee. If there are no objections, I shall consider the :137. In .th~ dl.aj
draft resolution as adopted. •General IS mVltj

Dr .~ l' VI ~ d . h d" . conform his pracaJt reso utton 'Was auopte wt.t out UCUSSlon. ; Secondly, as to ft
131. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We I invited to act as :
shall now vote on draft resolution VII. : the legal effect (
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120. We are not, therefore, asking the industrially deve
loped countries today to come forward and create this fund
or to make any contributions to it. This is only one of the
methods. Savings as a result of disarmament might open
up the"'\vay for them to make a contribution in a generous
manner towards -the development of under-developed
countries. There may be other methods of collecting
contributions for this fund if it is created. We do not know
what those methods might be. It is for the Economicand
Social Council to suggest them to this Assembly and to the
Second Committee during the seventh session.
121. My delegation whole-heartedly supports draft resolu
tion III A and will vote in favour of it. We hope also that
all delegations of under-developed countries will vote for
it unanimously.

122. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : 'Ve
shall now proceed to the vote on the draft resolutions which
are contained in document A/2052.
123. Draft resolution I was approved unanimously by
the Second Committee. Therefore, unless there are objec
tions, I shall consider this draft resolution as adopted.

Draft resolution I 'Was adopted 'Without discussion.

124. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : Draft
resolution 11 consists of two parts, A and B. If the Assembly
has no objection I shall put draft resolution 11 to the vote
as a whole.

Draft resolution 11 'Was adopted by 51 votes to none, with
5 abstentions.
125. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We
shall now vote on draft resolution III A, for wmch a roll-call
vote has been requested_

A vote 'Was taken by 1'oll-call.
Honduras, ha'Ving been drawn by lot by the President, voted

first.
In favour: Honduras, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq,

Lebanon, Mexico, Pakil:»tan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Venezuela, Yemen, Yu~o
slavia, Mghanista...-t, Argentina, Bolivia, Burma, Chlk,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador,
Ethiopia, Guatemala.

Against: Iceland, Israel, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Sweden, Turkey, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, Franc~,

Greece.
Abstai"ing: Nicar~a, Norway, Poland, Thailand,

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Brazil, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Czechoslovakia, Dominican Republic, Haiti.

Draft resolution III A was adopted by 30 votes to 16,
with 11 abstentions.
126. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall now vote on draft resolution III B.

Draft resolution III B was adopted by 45 votes to none,
with 8 abstentions.
127. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): We
shall vote on draft resolution III C.

Draft resolution III C was adopted by 50 votes to none,
with 5 abstentions.

128. Tile PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
shall now ~ut to the vote draft resolution IV.

Draft resolution IV was adopted by 52 votes to none, with
2 abstentions.
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:136. It is without doubt that, as to already existing
I treaties, the problem is what should be considered as the

I existing law, while for the future multilateral conventions
i there is more freedom of action, for the reason that the
i General A&Jembly may find it desirable to encourage on
this point the development of new law.
137. In the dlaft resolution now before us the Secretary

: General is invited, as to the Genocide Conventior., to
, conform his practice to the advisory opinion of the Court.
Secondly, as to future conventions, the Secretary-General is
invited to act as a depositary without passing opinion upon
the legal effect of documents containing reservations or

i objections, and to communicate the text of certain documents
, to all the States concerned, leaving it to each State to draw
I the legal consequences from such communications.
· 138. Those points constitute the contents of the draft
resolution. It should be noted first of all that nothing is

I I expressed about the function of the Secretary-General as
: the depositary of already existing multilateral conventions.
, It transpired from th~ discussions that the Secretary-General
· should continue his function as depositary but without
· passing opinion upon the legal effect of any reservation or

any objection thereto. Here the Sixth ComMittee should
explicitly have given an answer to the request of the
Secretary-General for guidance, and the purpose of the
amendment now proposed by the Netherlands delegation
[A/2055] is first of all to give this guidance, and we trust
that the wordin~ now proposed expresses the wishes of the

· majority of the Sixth Committee. Namely, the Secretary
General should continue his activities but his activities
should be of a purely administrative character. In case
difficulties should arise, as happened with the Genocide
Convention, it will be possible always for the Secretary
General to request the General Assembly's special guidance
in solving those problems.

139. As to future multilateral conventions the draft
resolution approved in the Sixth Committee leaves it to each
State to draw the legal consequences from communications
concerning reservations or objections. This was the
formula on which a rather small majority in the Committee
could be founded, but as a matter of fact this formula,
leaving it to each State to draw the legal consequences of
certain happenings, does not express a rule of law at all.
It does not formulate anything but a state of legal anarchy.

140. Now to recognize legal anarchy on a certain point of
international relations is one thing; :mother question is
whether it is the task of the General Assembly to restrict
its activity to the formulation of that anarchy. Is it not
the duty of the General Assembly to do more than recognize
such a state of affairs, namely, to find ways and means to
replace this le~al anarchy by a rule of law?

141. It is easy to explain the reason why this formulation
of legal anarchy has been adopted as to future multilateral
conventions. It is the clear expression that a majority of
the Sixth Committee did not want to continue the system
concerning reservations and objections adopted at the time
of the League of Nations. Many States showed strong
opinions and objections against this system, especially
against the power of one State, making objection to a reser
vation, to exclude the reserving State from becoming a
party to the convention. On the other hand, it is the
expression of opinion that at this moment no other system
could obtain such an overwhelming majority ·in the Sixth
Committee as would be necess"-y in order for it to be the
starting point of the development of new law.

142. It was, however, suggested by cerain delegations
dUring the discussions that a system of reservations and

objections could be developed which might avoid the
drawbacks of the now existing c,r suggested systems.
Consequently, here we found ourselves in a situation with a
real opportunity for progressive development of interna
tional law. Here, the noting of the situation of legal
anarchy should be only the smallest part of the function of
the General Assembly. This function is to encourage and
promote the development of international law. We should
find the way by which rules of law on this point may be
developed. And, as a matter of course, one is compelled
here to think of the International Law Commission, the
task of which, according to the Charter, is the progressive
development of international law.

143. In the draft resolution now before us only the formu
lation of the now existing state of anarchy has been given.
The Netherlands delegation felt it a grave omission that no
provision has been made to ~merge from this impasse. The
purpose of the 3."1lendment now proposed by my delegation
is to remedy the omission in the draft resolution of the
Sixth Committee and to add some provisions to the
approved resolution containing the invitation to the Inter
national Law Commission to reconsider the matter in the
light of the discussions and opinions expressed in the Sixth
Comluittee.

144. It has been said that the members of the International
Law Commission have already expressed their views :md
that they win maintain their former opinions as expressed
in paragraph 34 of the report of the Commission (A/1858].
In my opinion this fear is not at all justified. When we
invite the International Law Commission to reconsider the
problem of reservations in future multilateral conventions
in the light of the discussions and opinions of the Sixth
Committee, we extend to the Commission an invitation
quite different from that extended to it last year. We now
invite the Commission, taking account of prevailing opinions,
to formulate new rules whi~h might find overwhelming
support. We invite the Commission to make a contribution
to the progressive development of internationd law on the
point of reservations to multilateral conventions of the
future. To suppose that the members of the International
Law Commission might maintain their personal opinioni
really amounts to underestimating their wisdom. 1, for
one, have the greatest respect for the members of the
International Law Commission as jurists, and I trust that
jurists realize that, in formulating rules of law, more impor
tant than their personal opinions are the prevailing opinions
in the community in which the rule is to be applied.

145. Consequently, this amendment to the draft resolution
approved by the Committee is serving only the purpose
of arriviI;tg in the future at rules of law acceptable to a large
majority of Members of the United Nations. The amend
ment is introduced without any purpose of favouring any
system of law now discussed in the SIxth Committee. This
is why my deleg2tion trusts that it will be supported by all
those delegations which prefer a rule of law to legal anarchy.

146. Mrs. BASTID (France) (tratzslated from French) :
The French delegation voted in committee against the
entire draft resolution which was finally approved. It now
wishes, to its great regret, to announce its decision to vote
against the draft resolution in the plenary meeting of the
Assembly.

147. By so doing the French delegation does not mean to
oppose the traditionally recognized right of States to make
reservations at the time of signing or ratifying a convention
when the latter does not contain a provision precluding
reservation. Moreover, the French delegation accepts
the Court's advisory opinion relating to the Convention on
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to accept the amendment submitted by the Netherlands tt !f"P"; ?~
delegation. This amendment has the appearance of a wise t t I • ,SSI
and rational system which will permit of a fuller study by a larger m
er this very difficult prcblem and, consequently, the French 160. I have
Clelegation will vote for it. I d[sagree witl
153. On the other hand, it requests a separate vote on the draft, rel
paragraph 3 (b) of the operative part of the draft resolution the S;,cre~ar:
approved by the Committee. upon t e

; reservatIOns.
154. Mr. FITZMAURICE (United Kingdom) : I should' now by the l

like to explain briefly, and in very general terms, how my i will be to 11

delegation will vote in connexion with the amendment i to carry out
which has been p.rop?sed b~ th~ delegation of the to indicate "
Netherlands and which IS contaUled m document Aj2055'1 countries art
155. In the Sixth Comr.littee my delegation was obliged h~ve rules.w
to vote against the draft resolutif'n which is now before . \VI~h certamt
the General Assembly for reasonc:; which will be well known thiS. ma~er

. to all members of the Sixth Committee here present. subJecte to
If the amendment now proposed by the delegation of the much hope t1
Netherlands is adopted, while the resolution will still and why we,
remain fundamentally unsatisfactory from our point of '161 Mr.'
view, nevertheless, it will be poss~ble for us if not to support Fr;"chj: M,
it, at any rate to refrain from voting against it. are being fa
156. When this matter was before the Sixth Committee on the part
the fundamental objection which we felt to this draft their point i
resolution was that it created a position of complete the Sixth C
uncertainty in a ma~ter in regard to which, according to Not only ha'
all normal and tradit~!)nal views, there ought to be, on the rostrum exp)
contrary, absolute certainty. If ever there was a subject in the. draf1
which ought to be govel.'ned by fixed and ascertainable Commltt~e,
rules which apply with absolute certainty whenever it is formed, If I
r'~cessary it is surely the question whether a country attack on thl
is or is not a party to a convention. The allied questions before yo~.
whether its ratification or accession is or is not valid, what the door III t
is the ('feet of any reserv~tion which objects to its rati- through the .
fication, whether a reservation is valid, whether any 162 For IT

objt..;tion which is made to the reservation is a valid objection broke rule 8~
and what its effect is, are all matters in which in international lands reprec
life i.t is really absolutely ~~sen~ial that there should be Assembly, a]
certamty as to what the POSition IS. President sh
157. The draft resolution which was approv~d by the of an amend
Sixth Committee of course leaves all that quite uncertain. or amendme
The essenti:d part of it states that reservations are to be in trying, ~

communicated to Member States and it is to be left to delegation ~
Member States to draw the legal consequences. Tha: emerged dUl
means, of course, that some Member States will regard a on for fiftee
reservation as valid and that other Member States will
regard it as invalid. Consequently, some Member States
will regard the reserving country as being a party to the
convention and other States will regard the reserving
country as not being a party. My Government cannot
admit a situation under which a country both is and is
not a party to a convention. In our view it must be possible
to have some means by which that question can be deter
mined in an objective way.
158. If the Netherlands amendment is passed the
resoJ·,tion will still remain unsatisfactory in these respects ;
but at. least the adoption of the amendment will indicate
that this situation is intended to be only temporary, that
it is not intended to last tor ever and that the whole matter
will be iSubjected to a further study as a result of which
H different solution may be arrived at which may be more
acceptable to the majority.
159. In connexion with the question of the majority,
I should like to refer to the fact that t3is draft resolution
was approved by the Sixth Committee only by a very
small majority which in fact represented a minority, and
quite a large minority of the whole Committee. I think

1 See Reservatiom ta the COnT:ention Oil Getlocide, Advisory Opinion:
Le.,. Reports; 1951. p. 15.

the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, 1

and it would be fully prepared to agree that in future, in
cases of doubt concerning the intentions of the authors
of a convention with regard to reservations, the Court
should again be consulted on the effect of objections to
such reservations.
148. However, the French delegation desires by its vote to
stress its conviction that the draft re~olution recently
approved by the Committee can create only confusion and
disorder in international life.
149. It can only create confusion because the essential
provision of the draft resolution, which refers to the
Secretary-General's functions as depositary, denies him the
right to hold an opinion on instruments accompanied by
reservations to which objections might be made. Thus
the Secretary-General, as depositary, is forbidden to fulfil
one of the essential functions of the depositary. This
function always devolved upon the depositary when the
latter was a government, a frequent occurrence before the
existence of international administrations. The depositary
has always had the task of notifying States of the entry
into force of treaties and, when the need arose, of the
termination of a convention. To deny the Secretary
General, as depositary, the right of holding a legal opinion
on the instruments concerning reservations and objections,
is to deny him the possibility of fulfilling this vital task.
Thus, a traditional role, the value of which is incontestable,
is being arbitrarily limited, and there is reason for asto
nishme'1t at this unexpected curt2iIment of an activity
which the Secretary.-r;eneral has always performed with
zeal and skill. It places him in a special situation as depo
sitary and, far from leading to a more precise definition
of this vital function in the techniQue of multilateral
treaties, the draft resolution which the Sixth Committee
has approved introduces an element of confusion which
the French delegation deems unacceptable.
150. Furthermore, the French delegation refuses to
associate itself with the di- order which will of necessity
result if each State is lef.: to draw the legal conclusions from
communication on reservations and objections. What
is involved here is not the fundamental right, which is the
very expression of sovereignty, of each State to make its
own app!aisal of the situations of fact and of law which
affect it. The object of the attack, by a somewhat strange
reminiscence of the theory of autolimitation, is the very
basis of treaties and the need for a common attitude by
States towards the new juridical rule. How will it be
possible, in the curious system envisaged by the resolution,
to be certain as to who will be bound by the treaty and to
what extent each one will be bound? Is it possible to
create greater uncertainty or greater disorder in a technique
'Vhich traditionally has been regarded ~s the surCl:lt road
to the formulation and development of international law ?
i51. The French delegation has refused and will continue
to refuse to associate itself with this work of disintegration.
It is convinced that in its unanimously adopted conclusions
the In :ernational Law Commission's report contained
firm and wise principles which are perfectly suited to the
nature of conventions concluded under United Nations
auSpiCes, and which deserved to be accepted by the General
Assenibly. . - . .

152. However, in a spirit of conciliation, the F."ench
delegation,- taking account of the very varied opinions
which have been expressed concerning the effects of
reservations and of objections to reservations, is prepared
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submitted jointly by Argentina, Egypt and Belgium that
would be very seriousfy affected by the Netherlands
amendment.

166. I have often heard it said that lawyers are very bad
at arithmetic and that figures are not their speciality.
Nevertheless, as the representatives who spoke before me
have referred to the results of the voting in the Sixth
~ommittee, I would venture also to quote a few figures
regarding the voting in the Committee on the joint three
Power amendment which is directly affected by the draft
amendment submitted by the Netherlands delegation in the
General Assembly. The votes which are, I think, worth
bringing to your attention were as follows : the first pilrt
of the amendment was adopted by 29 votes to 7, with
12 abstentions ; the second part was adopted by 32 votes
to 5, with 1~ abstentions; the introductory phrase as a
whole was adopted by 33 votes to none, with 17 absten
tions ; sub-paragraph (a) was adopted by 30 votes to 16,
with 2 abstentions; sub-paragraph (b) was adopted hy
28 votes to 17. with 3 abstentions. The figures speak for
themselves.

167. I may add that the draft resolution, as amended and
approved bv the Committee after thorough debate, deserves
to receive the approval of the General Assembly in plenary
session. 'fhe text is well balanced.

168. Mter recalling the decision of the General Assembly
and noting the advisory opinion of the International Court
of Justice and the International Law Commission's report,
the draft resolution recommends first that the organs of the
United Nations, specialized agencies and States should not
overbok the desirability of deciding the position with
regard to reservations in future multilateral conventions by
the insertion of a clause settling the question of reservations,
one way or the other.

169. The draft resolution goes on to recommend that all
States should be guided by the Court's advisory opinion in
regard to the Convention on the Prevention and Punish
ment of the Crime of Genocide. That is as it should be.
The opinion was limited to questions concerning the
Convention on Genocide but the introductory portion
included general considerations which we took into consi
deration in the draft resolution before you.

170. Finally the draft approved by the Committee requests
the Secretary-General also to conform to the opinion of the
International Court of Justice.

171. In conclusion, with regard to any future conventions
concluded under the auspices of the United Nations, of
which the Secretary-General may be depositary, the draft
requests him to continue to exercise his very special func
tions as depositary, which are not laid down in the Charter,
and, with more particular reference to reservations and
objections, to refrain from taking a position with regard to
their legal effect and to communicate documents relating to
reservations and objections to all States concerned, as he
has dor~e in the past, so that each State may draw the legal
consequences from such communications, in the exercise {Jf

its sovereignty.

172. It is because the draft resoluti "n is so well ordered
and balanced that my delegation will vote for it in the form
submitted by the Sixth Committee.

173. My delegation feels unable to vote for the amend
ment submitted by the Netherlands delegation for a number
of reasons which I shall summarize very briefly.

174. The amendment before us states that there was a
strong desire in the Sjxth Committee to find rules whi~h

might be acceptable to the great majority of States.' However.
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lands that m"~"; of the members of the Committee would feel
wise that if Jssible the draft resolution should be adopted here

itudy by a larger majority and t~at that would be more satisfactory.

ench 160. I have one further point to raise. We very m~ch

dLsagree with the point of view expre2sed in those parts of
e on ! the draft. resolution before the Assembly .which state that
Ition j the Secretary-General cannot. as the saymg goes. " paes

. upon n the effect of any reservations or c.bjections to

. reservations. We entirely agree with what was said just
ould . now by the representative of France that the effect of that
r my i will be to make it impossible for the Secretary-General
nent : to carry out his functions, because one of his functions is

the to indicate when a convention comes into for..:e and which
:055. , countries are parties to it. In order to do that he must
'iged I have rules which will enable him to ascertain those matters
;fore with certainty. That again is a reason why we think that
.own this matter should not be finalized. why it should be
;ent subjected to a further study and, therefore, why we very
~ th~ much hope that the Netherlands amendment will be adopted
still and why we, for our part, will vote in favour of it.

t of 161. Mr. Van GLABBEKE (Bdgium) (transla~ed from
port French): My delegation has rather the impression that we

are being faced by wha\. amounts to a general offerlsive
on the part of those delegations which failed to carry
their point in the course of the protracted discussions in
the Sixth Committee that went on for fifteen meetings.
Not only have the three speakers who preceded me a;;~l.&iis

rostrum e'"{pressed their opposition to the ideas contained
in the draft resolution finally approved by the Sixth
Committee, but they are the very representatives who
formed, if I may use the expression, the spearhead of the
attack on the ideas <...ontained in the draft resolution now
before you. It is rather as though those who went out by
the door in the Sixth Committee w~re trying to come back
through the window at the plenary meeting.

162. For my part I am very pleased, that the Presid~nt

broke rule 88 of our rules of procedure to allow the Nether
lands representative te defend his amendment in this
Assembly, although the text OI rule 88 is explicit : " The
President shall not permit the proposer of a proposal or
of an amendment to explain his vote on his own proposal
or amendment". It means that I need not feel awkward
in trying, as best I can, to explain the position of my
delegation which is in fact that of the majority which
emerged during the interminable discussions which went
on for fifteen long meetings, in other words, for weeks.

163. In spite of the very real bonds of friendship which
exist between the Netherlands and Belgium, in spite of
my high pl:rsona1, regard for the representative of the
~Tether1ands, Professor Roiing, the Belgian delegation will
te unable to vote for the amendment submitted by the
Netherlands delegation which is intended substantially
to modify the draft resolution approved by the Sixth
Committee in circumstances about which I should like to
say a few words so that the Assembly will understand
not only why my delegation cannot vote for the Netherland~

amendment but also why it is obliged to vote against it.

164. What is the situation? The Sixth Committee has
approved a text which was originally submitted by the
United States delegation. In the course of the discussion,
the text was modified by a series of amendments, in parti
cular by a4nendments proposed by the United Kingdom,
Lebanon a."1d Venezuela and by an amendment submitted
jointly by Argentina. Egypt and Belgium and moved by
myself.

165. It is precisely the part of the Committee's draft
resolution embodying five-sixths of the amendment

-
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in a delicate problem like the present one, a great majority
will n~ver be found. My impression is that at the moment
when opinion in the SixLh Committee began to crystallize,
when it was realized that views were beginning io shift,
those who found themselves in the minority and are now
supporting tne amendment, attempted to side-track the
issue: rather than accept defeat on the matter of substance,
and chose rather, as the amendment proposes, to refer the
question back to the International Law Commission.

175. You should however know that in the course of the
discussion in the Interl'ational Law Commission one of the
most distinguished members of the Sixth Committee, who
is also a member of the International Law Commission,
said : This topic must not be referred to the International
Law Commission ; you cannot force the conscience of the
members of the International Law Commission ; they have
given their fully considered opinion ; that is that and there
the matter should rest.

176. That is '\v-hy my delegation cannot vote for the
amendment submitted by the Netherlands. There is the
additional reason that paragraph 3 (b) of the operative part
[A/2055] provides that the Secretary-General will continue
to follow his prior practice with respect to the receipt of
reservations, pending further action by the General
Assem1:>ly. This portion of the amendment is actualiy taken
over from the discussions of last year. In this way one
could obstruct a solution ye~:." after year and continue to
reproduce this text which would be carried over from one
year to the next while in the meantime one would continue
to follow the same practice and to ignore a number of new
ideas which we think should be taken into accoum:.

1'17. In conclusion I would point out that since the
amendm~nt ends with a decision whereby the General
Assembly would give further consideration to 1:he Inter
national Law Commission's report on reservations and
multilateral conventions, it means that next year we should
have to go over precisely the same ground as at the present
session. For these reasons, my delegation hopes that the
amendment submitted by the minority of the Sixth
Committee will not receive a majority in the full Assembly.

178. Mr. BARTOS (Yugoslavia) (translated/rom French) :
1'\ the Sixth Committee the Yugoslav delegation voted
against, and here also will vote against, the draft resolution
dealing with reservations to multilateral conventions,
because it is convinced that the resolution submitted by the
Sixth Committee would be harmful to the development of
intemationallaw, to the practice of the United. Nations and
to its authority.

179. It would b~ harmful to the development of inter
national law because it does not settle the question which
would arise should a reserving St3.te become a member of
the union of States referred to in the Convention. Leaving
that problem unsolved, the resolution would thus add to the
uncertainty surrounding the question of reservations. I
agree with those of my colleagues who have said that the
resolution would still further increase the existin6 anarchy.

180. Furthermore, the draft resolution does not answer
the question which the Secretary-General put at the fifth
session : How should he proceed in the concrete case of a
reservation to the Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide ? It is stated in the
draft resolution that the Secretary-General should conform
his practice to the advisory opinion of the International
Court of Justice; but this advisory opinion states in its turn
that it would be necessary to decide whether the reserva
tions are ~ompatible or not with the object and purpose of
the convention. If the Secretary-General follows the view

expressed in the advisory opinion, he will himself be settling Justice in C(

the point on which States differ. But, is he simultaneous~ . the Prevent
Secretary-General and international judge? Is he himself and the st',
competent, under the terms of the Charter, to settle diffe.' the subject
rences between States ? We take the view that the Secretary.! 186 As v(
General has purely administrative powers, that the natUie I ~rvatio~s
of his functions is determined by the Charter, that he is an . Convention
administrative and executive official of the United Nations u ose an«
and ~hat, even though 'le is the depositary of contracts and : rn~rnationi
treaties, he should none the less, as thl' Charter states, ion It st'
rem~~ wit~in the limits of his functions, which are of an j ill the parti
admlfl1stratlve chara-cter. \ which make
181. The anarchy would be still further increased in view' to such a c~
of the fact that, on the one hand, the Secretary-General, I all the partJ
under the terrrtS of the draft resolution, wOl1id have the duty 187 Therl

of making a decision in the case ot a difference relating to the Th~re is tl
Genocide Convention and, on the other hand, would be which appli
prevented from drawing legal consequences therefrom for vations to I

the future. This is an inconsistency in the text of the draft party to a
resolution itself. concerned.
182. Finally, the Yugoslav delegation cannot vote for the' system tool
draft resolution because it does not wish to bear the political expr~ssed b
responsiLility and the historical responsibility for the mululateral
reservations which change the very character of the obliga. 188. We s
tions arising out of the Genocide Convention. This Conven· a~reement (
tion does not allow for reservations. When elaborating it VIews we b
in the General Assembly, its authors rejected the possibility combined t
of formulating reservations. The Yugoslav delegation does of these tW(
not wish to associate itself with the act of transformbg obliga. Sixth Coml
tions of strict law, such as are envisaged by the Convention, which migh
into moral and natural obligations not backed by sanction!3, or the othe
The only sanction was the competence of the International Secretary-(
Court of Justice to decide whether or not the Convention leaving It tl
had been properly applied. In voting against the draft such reserv
resolution the Yugoslav delegation opposes the demagogic that this wc
tendency of certain States which, before public opinion, This is a dl
profess to have acceded to the Convention, in order to make other' it s
themselves popular, whilst in reality they avoid all obliga- del.lti~n.
tions arising out of the Convention and evade its legal 189 The
character by the reservations which they formulate. maj~rity de
183. In voting against the draft resolution the Yugoslav decision. I
delegation stressed that it accept"fl the report of the Inter- of procedUJ
national Law Commission as 1 .n conformity with the wrong witl
law of nations, that it is a
184. In conclusion, I should lik y that the Yugoslav dU~i~. A
delegation will 'late in favour of the Netherlands delega- eClsd!1s, ~
tion's amendment because it constitutes the only means of ~edor mg t
preventing the General Assembly from making an irre- It oes no
parable mistake by adopting a draft resolution which was open for f\
approved in committee by the very small minority of 190. This
twenty-three. I say "very small minority" express~y, Netherlan.d
because the amendments adopted by a larger majonty further stu
enjoyed the support of the opponents of the draft resolution, since we at
who wished to mitigate the mistakes which the original and we sh:
draft resolution contained. We who oppose this draft reason. F
resolution voted in favour of certain parts of it in order to matter beir
forestall even more serious abermtions than those of the the Gener
authors of the original text. The draft resolution was not made ~

approved by groups working in co-operation, although are interes1
differing in opinions and aims. The result is therefore a an agreemc
mechanical whole and not a logical whole. We shall vote 191 The
against the draft resolution, and we ask the Assembly to .ho~ld ex
signify its ?isapproyal of it because we feel that the authority dealt witl
of the Umted Nations must be safeguarded.
185. Mr. MAJID ABBAS (Iraq) : In connexion with the 192. I ca
agenda item cc Reservations to multilateral conventions ", 193. U ~
we are confronted with two facts and two theories. The wishes to
two facts are the opinion of the International Court of atanoing i!
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have listened to the debate in the Sixth Commitb:e where,
as we interpreted it, the issue ultimately placed before us
was whet1,er we should support the idea of not allowing
reservations to multilateral conventions, except in respect
of conventions which specifically permit such reservations,
or allowing reservations to multilateral conventions, leaving
it to individual States to make their own interpretation of
the effect of these reservations.

194. We felt that there was considerable support for both
views and we explained in the Committee that, as sincere
believers in the United Nations and all the ideas that go
with it, we would be prepared, if a substantial majority
of the Members of the Umted Nations so desired, to agree
with a decision which would imply a certain sacrifice of the
so-called inalienable right of soverei~ countries to make
whatever reservations they want to mtemational conven
tions, thus subordinating the purely national interests of
the participants in favour of the universality of the text of
the multilateral con\entions.

195. The draft resolution which the Sixth Committee
has placed before us has been recommended by quite a
small majority. We feel, therefore, that on an important
subject such as reservations, and because any decision
taken on it will affect the dev~lopment of intemational law
one way or the other, it is inadvisable to adopt finally one
or the other of the two views placed before us in the
Committee.

196. Unfortunately, the draft resolution in the Committee
which stood in the name nf the Netherlands delegation and
a few other delegations had no chance of coming before
the Committee during the voting stage. W f) would have
supported that draft resolution. The Netherlands amend"
ment which now stands before us contains the same ideas
as those contained in the draft resolution. The adoption
of this amendment will express a strong desire on our part
to find rules acceptable to a substantial majority rather than
to a number of States with a very slender majority over
those who favour the rival view.

197. Because we have faith in the ability of the Interna
tional Law Commission, if it ~ets the chance further to
study the subject in a manlH~r satIsfactory to a great majority,
we shall vote for the Netherlands amendment. We agree
with the Belgian representative that such a delicate question
can never get a large majority of votes at the present time
but, after the International Law Commission has formulated
suitable rules in the light of our discussions at this session
of the General Assembly, I feel sure the desired large majo
rity will be obtained.

198. If the draft resolution placed before us by the Sixth
Committee is adopted, the effect, according to those delega
tions which feel more strongly than we do, will be one of
legal chaos as far as multilateral conventions are concerned.
We feel that this view is not altoge~herincorrect but, despite
this belief, we shall not vote against the draft resolution
because, if a majority of the United Nations Members
desire to preserve their inalienable right of making reser
vatil.1ns, even to the degree of more or less eliminating the
essential difference between a real multilateral convention
and bilateral conventions, we are quite a~reeable to utilize
this right to protect our purely national mterest whenever
called upon.

199. If the Netherlands amendment is not accepted,
although we hope it will be, we shall abstain from voting
on the draft resolution before us.

200. The PRESIDENT (translated fr~ Spanish}: The
representative of Egypt has the Hoor to explain his vote.

settliJ!g Justice in connexion with reservations to the Convention on
t1eously the Preventbn and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
himseH and the study of the International Law Commission on
e diffe. ! the subject of reservations to multilateral conventions.
:retary. : 186. As you all know, the opinion of the Court was that
n~tuie . reservations could be made in connexion with the Genocide
~ l~ an Convention on condition that they did not contravene the
. atlons purpose and the object of that Convention. However the
ets and International Law Commission came to the opposite conclu
E>stites, i sion. It st~tes that reserva~ions cannot be accepted unless
... 0 an; all the parties to a conventIOn accept them, and any party

! which makes such reservations will not ipso facto be a party
In view - to such a convention if its reservations are not accepted by
~eneral, I all the parties concerned.
le duty I 187. There are two theories behind these two facts.
~ to the There is the so-called theory of the League of Nations,
uld be . which applied in practice as well as in theory, that reser
Dm

d
for vations to multilateral conventions cannot be made by a

le raft party to a convention unlel)s accepted by all the parties
concerned. The other theory adopted by the Pan-American
system took a different point of view, that is the view
expressed by the Court, in connexion with reservations to
multilateral conventions.
188. We struggled for a long time to try to come to some
a~reement on one point or the other. Apart from whatever
views we held, we wanted to find a middle road which
combined the advantages of the two theories on the basis
of these two cardinal facts. Long debates took place in the
Sixth Committee, and fin~lly we decided to omit anything
which might give an indication that we favoured one system
or the other, and to be satisfied with instructions to the
Secretary-General to 'accept ratifications and reservations,
leaving It to each State to decide what the legal effects of
such reservations might be. Some of our colleagues said
that this would lead to chaos, but I do not agree with them.
This is a decision which does not favour one theory or the
other ; it simply leaves the door open for further conai
delcition.
189. The fact that this decision was taken by a small
majority does not in the le:lSt vitiate the quality of the
decision. It is a decision taken in conformity with the rules
of procedure under which we are actin~, so there is nothing
wrong with the decision from that pomt of view. To say
that it is a mechanical decision does not detract from its
quality. After all, we follow certain mechanics in making
decisions, and we are not ashamed of them, we just vote
according to them. This decision is a good decision in that
it does not favour one system or the other, leaving the door
open for further consideration.

190. This is why, in all fairness, we "hall vote for the
Netherlands amendment, since that amendment calls for
further study. It would be illogical to refuse further study,
since we are not deciding to favour one system or the other,
and we shall support the Netherlands amendment for this
reason. For the same reason, we are not opposed to the
matter being brought before the Sixth Committee and before
the General Assembly again becau -,., after all, we have
not made a final decision but a temporary decision, and we
are interested in making a further study and trying to reach
an agreement on the wider issue.

191. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish): I
should explain that the seventh item [Item 11] will not be
dealt with at this meeting but at the next meeting.

192. I call upon the representative of Burma.

193. U ZAW WIN (Burma): The Burmese deltgation
wishes to explain why we shall vote for the amendment
ltanciing in the name of the Netherlands delegation. We
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views expressed by the speakers who have preceded me at -
this rostrum. The amendment is pointless for a number " Rt
of reasons which I shall briefly summariu. special
209. For the preamble, the Netherlands delegation's ~:re~
amendment [AJ2065] proposes to add the following text admiss
after the second paragraph : attribu

" Considering that during the discussion in the Sixth ' What SOl
Commi~ee on. the tOp'ic of rese!-'Vations to multilateral lieated j
conventIOns WIdely divergent VIews were expressed 11 p
-that is not surprising, and the fact is admitted-" and 213. Fo
that there was a strong desire to find rules which might ~int, I
be acceptable to the great majority of States". mitted b~

But, as has already been said, it is impossible to assemble refJ.ectio~
a great majority of States on so delicate a question. A conv~nt1<

majority has been found, however, and that majority ha~ that It .ab
rejected what the minority now proposes : the exclusion of accor~n~
the possibility of reservations to multilateral conventions. minonty
210. The amendment continues : :~~ rei

" Considering that it is therefore desirable that the .
International Law Commission, while codifying the law 214. Tt
of treaties, should re-examine the topic of rese rvatiollS, the draft
with due regard to the opinions expressed during the actually ~
said discussion..." of voting

But, as you have been told, the International Law Commis· or agafins
ll
·

sion does not want to re-examine its report. One of its been u
distinguished members, who also represents his country in abdy~~e
the Sixth Committee, said: For heaven's sake don't refer a e ~ Ite
the matter back to us ; we shouldn't know what to do. to re17r

"... in order to formulate new rules which could be want It.
adopted for the future ". 215. M

With the mention of new rules, the amendment starts to Spanish)
show the cloven hoof. The new rules would be the principle number
of unanimity which the minority is fighting for. ~,..eaties v

211. In the operative part, the Netherlands amendment munity 0

proposes to insert paragraph 3 a new sub-paragraph (b) i:~~~~~
reading : the Unite

[Requests the Secretary General]... lateral Cl

" (b) Pending further action by the General Assembly, equally f
to follow his prior practice with respect to -the receipt of the provi
reservations to conventions and with respect to the bar the re
notifications and solicitations of approval thereof, all
without prejudice to the legal effect of objections to
reservations to conventions ".

The draft resolution which has been submitted to you says
exactly the same thing but says it more clearly, because the
Sixth Committee has taken a definite stand on the matter.
The Committee wished to put a stop to the practice-whether
good or bad, we are not called upon to deciae today-pre
viously followed by the Secretary-General, which was a
survival from the League of Nations. The Committee has
said that it does not want to continue that practice and has
defined the functions of the Secretary-General as the
recipient of reservations or objections. In such cases the
Secretary-Genera!'s function is simply to act as depositary,
to communicate reservations or objections to States and to
leave the States to draw the legal consequences therefrom.
On this matter of leaving States to draw the legal conse·
quences from such communications, the draft resolution is
much clearer than the formula employed in the Netherlands
amendment. In this sense also it is true to say that the
amendment is pointless.
212. The' amendment goes on to propose that after the
word" depositary" in sub-paragraph (b), which would be
renumbered (c), the following words shoul.d be added: " !~
the absence of any contractual provisi~ns to the contrary. .
But there is no need to say that, since it is contained in
paragraph 1 of the draft resolution itself, which reads:

201. If any other representative wishes to explain his
vote, I request him to give in his name to the Secretariat.
202. Mr. MOUSSA (Egypt) (tratiSlated from Freneh):
I should like first to thank the President for allowing me
to speak, and then to say how astonished I was to find that
the explanations of votes were starting another general
debate. I do not wish to continue the general debate, but
I should like in explaining my vote very briefly to state
my point of view.
203. I must first of all express my admiration for the
tenacity with which a minority in the Assembly has defended
a point of view which has, after all, been rejected by the
Committee.

204. Some speakers have said that the draft resolution
submitted to the full Assembly was adopted by a very small
majority. My distinguished colleague the representative
of Belgium has reminded you of the votes by which the
various paragraphs of the draft resolution before us were
adopted. But I should like to add a few words in reply
more specifically to the argument based by certain dele
gations on this alleged small majority.

205. I should like to point out that in the Committee
three basic approaches were suggested : first, to refer the
topic back to the International Law Commission for further
consideration; secondly, to adopt the International Law
Commission's report on reservations; or, thirdly, to
continu, the practice followed: rightly or wrongly, by the
Secreta;·... -General &S depositary of conventions.
206. The underlying motive of those who proposed to
Tefer the matter back to the International Law Commission
was very clear. In the OJmmittee you could almost lay
your finger on it. They hoped that in the future they would
be able to secure the adoption of their basic idea, which
was to establish the principle of unanimity, in other words
to secure the rejection of the principle of reservations. That
portion of the International Law Commission's report
had been accepted by the United Kingdom delegation
and embodied in its amendment. However, the United
Kingdom amendment on this particular point was rejected,
not by a small majority but by 29 votes to 11.

207. Naturally the question arises what useful purpose
would be served by referring the matter back to the
International Law Commission, which had unanimously
recommended that the rule of unanimity should be observed,
which is tantamount to saying that it had recommended
the exclusion of reservations. Further, the report of th",
International Law Commission, which consists of legal
experts not representing their governments, has been
rejected by the Sixth Committee, whose members represent
responsible governments. I therefore feel that reference
back to the International Law Commission would be only
a dilatory step intended to gain time. As someone has
correctly pointed out here, it is in the hope of reversing
the majority that this tenacious minority is anxious to post
pone the matter to a subsequent session, with a view to
securing acceptance then of something which has been
rejected by the Sixth Committee, not by a small majority
but, I repeat, by 29 votes to 11-

208. The Netherlands delegation has today submitted
an amendment the significance of which has been very
clearly explained by the distinguished tepresentative of
Belgium. The amendment stultifies the conclusions con
tained in the Sixth Committee's report and the draft resolu
tion worked out by the Committee and submitted for your
consideration. I would say more: I would say that the
Netherlands delegation's amendment is in fact pointless.
My delegation will therefore vote against it, in spite of the
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ed me at -
: number legal consequences of a reservation would depend on

whether the parties-the Statea-accept it or reject it.
Thus a convention, or that part of it affected by a reserva~

tion, would onIy not be binding as between States which
enter objections.

219. The draft resolution approved by the Sixth Com
mittee obviously lacks the clarity of the formula applied
under the American system, and it would of course have
been desirable if the: Sixth Committee had accepted th~t
formula. The fact remains, however, that the procedure
accepted under the dra.tt resolution submitted to this
meeting of the Assembly breab with the unanimity rule
and allows States full discretion with regard to the legal
consequences of reservations, specifying explicitly in respect
of the Secretary-General's functions as depositary that be
is not empowered to pass upon the legal effect of inter
national documents relating to reservations or to the replies
made by States thereto.

220. Of course, the anarchy which clearly exists, as
pointed out by a number of countries which have submitted
an amendment to the draft resolution, would have been
removed had the view already held in America been
accepted ; that is, in essence, that a decision by one State
can in no circumstances prevent a reserving State from
becoming a party to a convention with respect to States
which luwe not objected to the reservation. In any event,
however, the formula embodied in the draft resolution
allows States full discretion to decide for themselves the
legal consequences of any reserv:itions which may have been
submitted, and their position in the event of a rejection.

221. The amendment submitted by the Netherlands would
again tilt the balance in favour of the practice criticized in
the Sixth Committee ; in fact, it amounts to restating the
case for a draft resolution which has already been rejtcted
in the Sixth Committee. Since the Netherlands has sub
mitted an amendment expressing views rejected in the Sixth
Committee, the Republic of Bolivia and other Latin Ame
rican countries might equally well have reintroduced their
very liberal formula, under which the mere rejection of a
reservation does not debar the reserving country from being
party to a convention. We might, I repeat, have submitted
that amendment once again to this Assembly, but we
refrained from doing so because of our high regard and
profound respect for the majority rule as applied in the Sixth
Committee.

222. Moreover, the effect of the Netherlands amendment
would be to refer the question back to the International Law
Commission. But we are already familiar with the Commis
sion's view which expressed itself :n favour of the equally
objectionable unanimity rule. What is more, the Inter
national Law Commission itself has said that it does not
wish to take up this que~tion again. There is really no point
in referring back to the Commission a matter it has already
dealt with, for it would only produce a report similar to the
last one.

223. For these reasons the Bolivian delegation will be
unable to vote in favour of the Netherlands amendment and
will ~upport the draft resolution, which though not entirely
in conEormity with the views stated by Bolivia and the other
Latin American countries, does embody ~ flexible rule giving
States ample ;atitude and breaking with the misconceived
and compu;sive system of the unanimity rule.

224. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We
shall now proceed to vote on the amendments to the draft
resolution of the Sixth Committee [A/2047] submitted by
the Netherlands delegation [A/2055].

214. Therefore, in calling upon the Assembly to vote for
the draft resolution submitted by the Rapporteur, I am
actually appealing to your commonsense. It is not a matter
of voting for or against the amendment but of voting for
or against commonsense, which tells us that the matter has
been fully thrashed out, that it is dangerous to leave it in
abeyance, that a majority has expressed itself in favour of
a definite principle and, even more, that there is no reason
to refer the text back to a commission which does not
want it.

215. Mr. ITURRALDE (Bolivia) (translated I~om
Spanish) : Bolivia had the honour of submitting, WIth a
Dumber of other delegations, a formula with regard to
u'eaties which has been traditionally followed in th.e com
munity of American States. This formula was designed to
safeguard the inalienable and sovereign right of each State,
in conformity with the principle of equality iaid down in
the United Nations Charter, to make reservations to multi
lateral conventions, the other contracting parties being
equally free to accept or reject such reservations, subject to
the proviso that mere rejection cannot in any circumstances
bar the reserving State from being a party to the convention.

216. The practice followed by the Secretariat of the
United Nations in its capacity as depositary has been
broadly similar to that followed by the Secretariat of the
League of Nations, although it has never been formally
recognized in any agreement between the parties or expressly
approved by any international or~anization in such a way
as to make it mandatory. Accordingly, it was necessary to
define the Secretary-General's powers, as he himself
requested. For this purpose, it wuuld have been most
unfortunate if a system based on the rule of absolute
una!limity, the Achilles' heel of the League of Nations, had
been maintained instead of replacing it by the majority
system underlying the procedure of the United Nations.

217. It need hardly be said that the spirit and the pro
cedures of the United Nations differ from those of the
League of Nations. Even the International Court of Justice,
in its advisory opinion on the Convention on the Prevention
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, expressed its
opposition to the notorious unanimity rule, under which
the rejection of a reservation by a single State prevented the
State which had made the reservation from becoming party
to a convention.

218. The Bolivian delegation was unable to support such
~n extension of the right of veto to parties to a convention ;
It therefore coHaborated in producing a flexible formula,
Which leaves all countries quite free and provides that the
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cc RecommetUh that organs of the United Nations,
specialized agencies and States should, in the course of
preparing multilateral conv~ntions, consider the insertion
therein of provisions relating to the admissibility or non
admissibility of reservations a.ild to the effect to be
attributed to them ".

~ei1Sixth What some representatives are trying to express in corn
~r~s:~d~ plicated formulas could not be said better or more clearly.

i-" and j1B. For these reaso~J without further labouring the
~h might ' ~int, I should like to say that the draft. resolution sub

mitted by the Sixth Committee is not chaotic but an accurate
reflection of the present situation with regard to multilateral
conventions. The majority of the Committee has shown
that it absolutely rejects the principle of unanimity. It has
accordingly accepted the principle of reservations, not by a
minority as has been suggested, not by a small majority as
some representatives have said, Lut by a majority of 29
to 11.
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225. The first amendment refers to the preamble of the Paragraph 4 of the amendment was rejected by 25 VO'" GEN
dO' ; resolution. In this amendment the Netherlands to 19, witli 8 abstentions.
L _.;gation proposes the addition of two new paragraphs to 229. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spatlish) : I put!I' 1SS
the preamble. to the vote paragraph 5 of the Netherlands amendment. 1\

The amendment to the preamble was rejected by 27 votes to Paragraph 5 of the amendment was rejected by 26 vola ;
t3. with 5 abstentions. to 22, with 6 abstentions. "'SIXTj
226. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We 230. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We ;' •
shall next vote on the ~endment to the operative part of shall now vote on the draft resolution as a whole. A separate JOfficJ,aJ
the draft resolution. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the amendment vote has been requested on paragraph 3 (b) of the Com- I

are interdependent and will have to be voted on together. mittee's draft resolution. I shall put that paragraph to the :---
Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the amendment were rejected by vote. i

19 votes to 20, with 5 abstentions. Paragraph 3 (b) was adopted by 32 votes to 18, with
227. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : I now 4 abstentions.
put to the vote paragraph 3 of the amendment. 231. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : I shall

Pa....agraph 3 of the amendmeni was rejected by 24 votes now put to the vote the draft resolution as a whole.
to 23, with 8 abstentions. The draft resolution was adopted by 32 votes to 17, with
228. The PRESIDENT (translated from Spanish) : We 5 abstentions.
shall next vote on paragraph 4 of the amendment. The meeting rose at 7.15 p.m.
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